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OBSERVATIONS I'.IADS DURING THE EFIDW.IC OF MEASLES ON THE

FAROE ISLANDS IN THE YEAR 1846

by

P.L.Pan\im, Graduate in Medicine and Surgery.

(Translated by Mrs. A. S. Hatcher, U.S. Public Heal th Service. )

When a physician is called to work in a place where climatic
and dietetic conditions are different from those to which he has
been accustomed, his first problem is to study the hygienic
potentialities which affect the state of health of the inhabitants.
It is, in fact, these hygienic conditions which contribute to-

wards the development and frequency of some diseases and the
improbability and rarity of others, and which more or less modify
the symptoms of every disease; and it is, indeed, on these con-
ditions that the geography of disease, the special study of
which subject will soon, perhaps, elevate it to the status of
an independent science, is based.

Since the outbreak of the measles provided the occasion for
my journey to the Faroe Islands, it is natural that I directed
my attention at once to the influence which the extremely
peculiar hygienic conditions of the islands exerted upon this
disease, and vice versa . But, since, during my sojourn of al-
most five months on the Faroes I repeatedly traveled over the
greater part of the islands, I was thus in a situation to make
a great many observations in regard to the influence of the
special hygienic conditions upon the state of health in general,
as well as upon the frequency and development of the prevailing
disease. To be able to give a complete nosography of the Faroes,
a stay of several years would be necessary; what I here com-
municate consists of only some nosographic points and fra^ents,
v;hich may, perhaps, be interesting merely because so little is
known about conditions on the Faroes in this respect.

I shall, then, try to set forth here the hygienic forces
proceeding from the conditions on the islands, and as far as
the observations I have been able to make permit me to do so,
I shall attempt to show the influence which each of these
forces in particular exerts on the state of health in general of
the inhabitants, - on the frequency, development, and method of
propagation of the different diseases, together with the mor-
tality rates of the country, which I shall also seek to illus-
trate further by statistical data collected during my sojourn on
the islands. In another section I shall then present some
observations in regard to the measles, in as much as they may
be of general interest to the medical public.

If we first take under consideration the physical conditions
of the Faroe Islands, we find them, as might be expected, quite
individual.
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The 17 inhabited islands, the largest of which is 3 square
miles in size, the smallest about 1/16 of a square mile, are sepa-
rated by fjords, in which the "east fall" and "west fall" of the
Atlantic Ocean - which are connected with the ebb and flood tides -

produce in many places very pov/erful and dangerous currents. The
islands consist of masses of volcanic mountains, which belong to

the trap formation, and which rise to the height of one, tvjo
,

or three thousand feet above the sea. Inward, towards the fjords,
the land ascends in terraces, with grass-grown slopes; outward,
towards the open sea, usually perpendicularly upwards.

The situation of the islands, out in the middle of the At-
lantic Ocean, about 6 or 7 degrees farther north and 19 or 20
farther west than Copenhagen, in great part determines their *
climate. In summer their average temperature v;as about 8*R., and
it is probably usually between 7° and 8" R.

; often, however,
the stoves are kept heated in midsummer, the customs in this re-

spect being governed entirely by the weather, which is very
changeable. For tTO days during my stay we had 15° or 17*'R., and
at this temperature both the native-born people and the Govern-
ment officials nearly perished with heat. Yfhile it is not so

warm in summer on the Faroes as with us, in winter the cold, also,
is less rigid; but during the latter season, however, the humidity
of the atmosphere often occasions the accumulation of considerable
masses of snow, the rolling down of which in the form of avalan-
ches does damage in many places. The winds are exceedingly un-
certain and violent; and storms, which may overt'jrn the houses,
which may make it necessary for the traveler to throw himself on
the ground, in order not to be carried away, - indeed, which are
able to move blocks of stone, - occur now and again, by turns.
Although I was not able to make hygrometric investigations, I

may state v;ith assurance that the humidity of the air on the
Faroes is extremely great. The very high, often cone-shaped
mountain-tops are almost always - the lower regions, valleys,
seacoasts, and fjords, very often - shrouded in masses of mist,
pleasing in their shifting shapes; and clear air is rare. Because
of the great humidity the standing of the barometer is usually
low - indeed, not rarely points to earthquake without the occur-
rence of remarkable natural phenomena; for the sarae reason the

grass is nearly always wet, and inniimerable springs and rivulets
leap dovm the sides of the mountains. The sea mists of the Faroe
Islands seem to contain salt particles in pretty considerable
quantities; this is clearly indicated by the salt crusts which,
after a rather lengthy trip in a boat, especially in foggy
weather, cover the face, even if the sea has been so quiet that
not a splash has entered the boat; in unruly weather, moreover,
the sea-water that is churned up is conveyed in the form of rain
over the surface 'of the sea, and its salty content then reddens
the skin and often covers it with a quite thick deposit, of salt.
Thunder-storms are rare, but the aurora borealis often illumines
the usually pitch-dark winter nights.

r^ 5 H^ Olj-j^ /-y\ i~< 1^
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The vegetation of the country is limited to grass, small herbs,
barley and potatoes. Trees or bushes do not thrive, frankly speaking,
and even the efforts which certain Government officials have made
to promote, by the use of high enclosures, the fostering of currant
and gooseberry bushes, willow and service-berry bushes, have not

given any very cheering results. It seems to be less the temper-
ature than the mists, blended with saline and other particles of

sea-water, in conjunction with the pov/erful winds, that hinders
their growth. The ocean washes ashore nmuerous species of sea-

weefls, of which the hand-shaped weed, washed up in great quantities,
deserves to be specially mentioned, because, in times of need, it
is used for food.

The character of the Faroese landscape is about as different
as possible from that of the pleasant Danish prospects. The
inhabited places, which, without exception, lie close to the sea,
are usually situated in valleys, v;hich are enclosed on three sides
by high mountains, terrace-shaped, or rising in even slopes, and
which are open on the fourth side, and face the ocean. The flatter
and lower parts of these valleys are tilled as fields, composed of
small patches of ground, separated by furrows. These cultivated
"home-fields", called "bSe"

, bear partly excellent grass, partly
barley or potatoes. Outside the enclosure which surrounds the
"boe", up the mountains and among them, lie the hill-pastures, which
include by far the greater part of the country, and where sheep
and cattle go about at liberty. These pastures are covered every-
Y^here with short but beautifully green mountain-grass, with the
exception of the places (called "hammers") where the naked cliffs
drop down perpendicularly, giving the mountains their terrace-
shaped aspect; and of the mountain fissures and bare furrov/s formed
by water-courses and springs. Since, moreover, the houses are low,
being constructed partly of wood, partly of earth and hard stone,
and besides always thatched with green turf, and are scattered
over the entire home-field, it may be supposed that the landscape,
the chief beauty of which is its green color, is as a rule, neither
very imposing nor pleasant-looking. Only few of the inhabited
places present, with the shapes of the mountains, or with views
of other islands or of colossal blocks of stone jutting out over
the sea, or vdth v/aterfalls and lake-strewn plains, really
attractive prospects, without, however, losing their stern, melan-
choly character. In the heart of the country, upon and among the
mountains, the landscape bears everywhere, hov^ever diversified it
may be, an extremely melancholy stamp. Above on the high plains
often the eye reaches, within the limits of the horizon, only a
level plain, almost bare of vegetation, strewn over with boulders
of greatly varying sizes; and here and there, where the mists
part for a moment, a distant, naked mountain-top. At other places
in the interior of the country may be seen valleys - surro\uided by
mountains, partly bare, partly grass-grown - which sometimes conduct
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little rivers, sometirces enclose small lakes, and whose soil is usu-

ally a morass of peaty earth. Everywhere in these regions the

deepest silence reigns, broken only by the murmuring tune of the
streams and the calls of birds, whose melancholy, monotonous notes
are in harmony with the sombre aspect of the entire landscape. The
most pleasing - and with their imposing and solemn character, most
attractive - landscapes are to be found on the coasts, which face
the open Atlantic. For there appear the perpendicular, v/all-like

cliffs, attaining a height of perhaps 2000 feet, and washed by the

powerful breakers, which have worn in them caverns, as imposing on
account of their size and solemn half-darkness as they are attrac-
tive by reason of their beautiful coloring. Outside these cliff
walls there are innumerable cuts and isolated cliffs, usually called
" drenge " (boys?), which often have the most wonderful shapes, now

resembling triumphal arches, now colossal statues, and which often
approach a height of many hundred feet. Both the "drenge", which
are grass-grown on top, and the rocky walls, even, serve in
many places - particularly in the bird-mountains, as they are called
- dwelling-places for innumerable sea-birds; these birds, especially
sea-parrots, auks, loons, and in certain spots, gulls, sit on
shelves, as it were, which are formed by the strata of the mountain-
masses, all the way up the cliffs; and their squalling and shriek-
ing enliven the scene.

The reader is requested to excuse me if, in this description,
I have been longer-winded than mi^t, perhaps, seem to be suitable
here; but I believe that all the circumstances cited, especially
those in regard to the character of the landscape, have a not in-
considerable influence, as will easily be perceptible later, on
the condition of health of the dwellers on the Faroes, and that this
influence is to be ri^tly sensed first through a somewhat detailed
description of circumstances that exist there.

First, as concerns the raw and cold climate that has been
mentioned, the conclusion will already have been drawn from what has
gone before that it might cause many cases of rheumatism, which are,
in fact, quite common. During my stay I saw a great many cases of
constant as well as of transient rheumatic pains; many rheumatic
watery joints, and white swellings developed from them later; many
cases of heart-disease, and certain cases of paralysis, which
appeared to be of rheumatic origin; and some cases of rheumatic
fever. After measles, diarrhoea, as well as violent colic pains,
was frequent, and often vomiting occurred together with these, and
a considerable prostration of the powers just as in the so-called
Danish cholera. These symptoms appeared, in different degrees,
of course, with almost all measles patients who had been exposed
to the cold too soon;, and often disappeared quite as quickly as
they had come, if a suitable regimen, along with the medicines
which each symptom indicated, was put into practice and used;
while, on the contrary, with an unsuitable diet, they became chronic
- especially the diarrhoea; and there is no doubt at" all that they
were in most instances of rheumatic origin. It is so much the more
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natural that all sorts of rheumatic affections should be specially-

frequent on the Faroe Islands in that the occupations of the in-

habitants, particularly in the summer, require them to spend the

greater part of the day in the open air, and their attire, which
is the same for summer and v/inter, is not in all respects adequate
to its purpose. Thus, their foot-gear consists of long stockings
and a sort of shoes or sandals, which they sew together with

strips of lambskin, and which are so thin that the soles are often
worn through in one day. As soon, therefore, as they emerge from
their houses and go into the wet grass, or upon the swampy ground,
or vfade the rivers, they get their feet wet. In regard to this,
they are so indifferent that they neglect to change their foot-

wear, even if they have opportunity to do so. "Jith many,
particularly the older men, who often do not use suspenders, the
centre of the abdomen is covered only by the woollen shirt, -

which, by the way, nearly all wear next the body,- because the
vest or jacket above and the knee-breeches beneath do not meet
each other.

And so, from this description of the climatic conditions, the
conclusion has probably already been drawn that chronic affections
of the bronchial mucous mer^brane are of frequent occurrence.
Chronic bronchitis is, without doubt, one of the commonest diseases
on the Faroe Islands, to which fact not only the raw, cold air,
but the salt-particles suspended in the mists, which may even
cause erythema of the skin of those not accustomed to them,
appear to contribute much. This disease often lasts so long that
the patients die of it under hectic symptoms; and according to the
information which I have been able to get, appears to be one of

the most frequent causes - if not the most frequent cause, perhaps •

of death among the older people on the Faroes. Scrofulosis, in
its various forms, no doubt occurs on the Faroes, and the allied
tuberculosis is clearly not quite unknovm on them, but both are,
however, rather rare diseases, in any case, - a conclusion which
I believe I may draw^ as far as tuberculosis is concerned, from
the fact that though during my stay I stethoscoped certainly many
hundreds of patients, I met with only two cases in which the

stethoscopic signs enabled me to diagnose phthisis with assurance.
On the other hand, I saw a considerable number of patients. who
were hectic evidently as a consequence of chronic bronchitis;
at least, the stethoscope and the progress of the disease argued
in favour of this diagnosis, of "rhich, very unfortunately, I

was not able to get the clearest proof by undertaking obductions,
since the Faroe folk would by no means permit them. Since
malaria is a disease entirely foreign to the Faroe Islands, as
we shall hear later, Boudin's assertion as to the antagonistic
relations betv:een malaria and phthisis might be used as an argu-
ment against us, in "that the idea might be conceived from it that
phthisis is very common on the islands; and at first glance,
such might actually seem to be the case, if, for instance, dis-
tinction were not made between really tuberculous patients and
patients who are hectic as the result of very prolonged bronchitis.



i
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3ut the great humidity of the atmosphere, for which the soil is
not to be blained here, but the surrounding sea, and its fogs
which do not, therefore, contain the constituents that characterize
swamp air, but on the contrary, chlorin and particles of salt,
and the like, might well be supposed to oppose at the sane time
the development of malaria, which flourishes best in an atmos-
phere moistened by swampy soil, and of phthisis, which is most
destructive in torrid and dusty regions - even if we do not take
into consideration the contradictions which Boudin's assertion,
though justly supported in great part, has encountered. In the
meantime, whether the fact that scrofulids and tubercles appear
to be so rare on the Faroes is due to the influence of the climate
or to that of the food, which is too largely animal, it is very
difficult to decide. That chest affections - for instance,
chronic bronchitis - were far more frequent than usual during my
stay on the Faroes, when measles was prevailing, is natural. In
making that assertion in regard to the frequency of bronchitis as
a disease and cause of death, I have not, therefore, taken account
of those cases in which measles was the starting-point of chest
affections; and I support my assertion only on the many cases
which I have observed, in which the disease had no connection
with measles, and in which there was found no sign of tuberculosis
of the lungs; together with the fact that among the causes of
death given on the Church registers scarcely any other is found
so often as "chest complaints". Pneumonia was far rarer - at
least, during the epidemic of measles; I saw only 8 cases of it,
which, however, offered no plain stethoscopic sign, but in which
the glutinous expectoration, from which I washed out Reiaak's
fibrinous, ramified bronchia coagula, did not permit me to doubt
the accuracy of my diagnosis.

TThether the menstrual disorders so extremely frequent on the
Faroes, bringing the whole host of hysterical affections in their
train, are due to colds from the raw and cold climate, from
getting the feet wet, which even many of the women cannot well
avoid, and especially from going out into the mountains to milk
the cows or whether these disorders are due to the very sedentary
life which is the lot of most Faroese women, I cannot decide with
certainty; but the former appears to me to be probably the most
frequent cause of these troubles. As another occasion of colds,
the fact that the Faroese women never wear drawers should not be
passed over in silence.

If it were desired to v/rite something about the skin diseases
that are rather frequent on the Faroes from the effect of the
climate, urticaria and psoriasis would be named. The latter af-
fection is not rare on the Northern Islands, though I saw it
only among the men, and in particular, on the lower extremities.
This fact might lead to the assumption that the effect of the salt
water on the skin is blamable - the more reasonably in that the
Northerners are occupied mainly with the sea. That the effect of
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salt water, whether encountered in the sea-water itself, or in the

mists, is not without influence upon the origin of skin diseases
was exemplified by my own case; for every time I went on a trip that
lasted a few v/eeks, a combination of urticaria and exzema appeared
on my hands, which, especially in warm weather, caused an unbear-
able itching; but which disappeared if I remained for some days
in one place, and ended with desquamation. Whether the remarkable
abnormalities of desquamation after measles, especially its

extraordinarily long duration among men* in particular, should be
ascribed to the same influence, I cannot tell.

Since it has been proved that the frequency of mental diseases
is generally in direct proportion to civilization and the social
collisions accompanying it, it might be suspected that these dis-
eases are extremely rare on the Faroes, inasmuch as civilization
has certainly not attained a high degree there, and the social
collisions so agitating to the mind, with the patriarchal con-
ditions v/hich prevail there, are proportionately so few. But on
the contrary, there is hardly any country, - hardly, indeed, any
metropolis, in v^iich mental diseases are so frequent in proportion
to the number of people, as on the Faroes. Unfortunately, I am
not able for the moment to present positive statistical data in

regard to this proportion,***" but I have been in most of the towns
of the islands, and can assert that in nearly all places that are
inhabited by 100 or 200 persons one or more weak-minded persons
are foiond. This fact is the more reraarkable because the Faroe
folk in general are distinguished for excellent mental powers.
In this connection, a strange agreement in the forms of the disease
is observable. Aiaong many it takes the form of quiet religious
madness, under which the afflicted persons have visions, and believe
that they live in direct communication with the spirit world, with
Christ, the Koly Spirit, the Virgin Mary, and so on; perhaps others,
again, believe themselves beset by evil spirits, which compel them
against their will to act in a manner contrary to their better
knowledge and desires, so that, when they are unruly, they knock
about and destroy the things around than, and later subside into
a melancholy, angry grumbling. Both forms seem to pass rather
rapidly into fatuity, which,moreover ,

is innate with some, and
with others does not make its appearance until the age of puberty.

In the case of a man, I saw even in the 11th week follow-
ing the measles a considerable desquamation on the hands, elbows,
and tibia; v;ith many, desquamation was still present in prefty
marked degree 7 weeks after the exanthema had disappeared.

** Dr. Hubertz's estimate that on the Faroes only one luna-
tic is found among 277 individuals is manifestly too low; and
yet, according to the siorvey reported by him, even this proportion
is almost twice as unfavorable for the Faroes as for Copenhagen.
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If I have described the Faroese landscape in unusual detail, it is

because I feel almost certain that the impress made by the character
of the landscape, in connection with the frequent fogs, upon the

mind is the most potent predisposing cause of the frequency of

mental diseases on the Faroe Islands. Without attempting to draw
a parallel with the Alpine cretins, I shall permit myself to call
attention here to a few circumstances which strengthen my views.
To an unbiased observer it is unmistakable that the character of the

landscape is reflected, so to speak, among the Faroe folk, in the

kindliness of the national character. Probably the physical and

psychical exercise which the nature of mountains always requires
of their inhabitants, and which, moreover, is rendered necessary
on the Faroe Islands by the struggle against the boisterous ocean,
produces in the Faroese the same liveliness, though tfulness, and

vigilance, which characterize the inhabitants of most mountain
regions; but yet there is always a certain seriousness diffused
over the Faroese: left to himself, he is retrospective, and even
his cheerfulness, though sometimes combined with a noise like the

roaring of the sea, also bears an extremely monotonous and often
almost melancholy stamp. In expressing his opinion, he is usually
reticent and not sincere

;
he is often as hollow as the cliffs of

his islands. The isolated social life and the common dangers
occasioned by the natural conditions certainly tend greatly to

strengthen the feeling that all men are brothers, and it is to the

praise of the Faroe folk that they show further this feeling by
their actions. Sympathy is very easily aroused in the mind of the

Faroese, and with Christ-like compassion, he is ever ready to ex-
tend to the needy prompt assistance, whether it be with work,
provisions, clothing, ar money, hov/ever high a value he is accus-
tomed to set on these things. The grandiose stamp which the Faroese
landscape so often bears, and the mystical effect which mists,
skies, breakers, waterfalls, cliff-caves, and so forth, involuntar-
ily exert upon every open mind, must awaken in every thinking and

feeling person thoughts of God's omnipotence and man's insignifi-
cance, which tend to stir and foster a religious inclination. This
is found in high degree among nearly all the Faroese, but sad to

say, it must be staied that, very probably in great part because
of the influence of the earlier priests, it often borders on

bigotry and appears like hypocrisy; thus, the names of God and
Christ are forever on their lips; to perform any work whatsoever
on Sunday is regarded as a great sin; to attend the services of
God and diligently to enjoy the sacraments of the altar are, on the
other hand, works especially pleasing to God; and the priest is
looked upon as a superior being, very nearly akin to the Deity,
however envious the people are wont to be of his income. Moreover,
their sense of freedom and pride, which protests powerfully against
any condition of dependence, and which makes it necessary for persons
in office to beg, yes, importune, pay, and express thanks, every
time he wants a service Q^a Faro^e, appears to stand in at least
partial connection with 4he physical character of the country, since
the same trait is found among most mountain and seacoast people.
Still more indicative of a mental impress unconsciously received
from the character, of the natural surroundings are the differences
in this respect among the inhabitants of the different regions -

in fact, of the individual villages even, which are in harmony vath
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the character of each region or village. Of this fact I might offer
many very remarkable examples; for instance, the difference of the
Northerners from the Southerners and the Sandp$ (Sand Island) people,
the special stamp of the Tjornevig people, and so on; but it would
take too long to enter into further discussion of this subject;
and, moreover, it would scarcely be possible to make it understood
by those not familiar with the localities. ',7ith respect to the a-

greement which exists as to the ways in which mental diseases are
manifested among the Faroese and the harmony between the stamp of
mental diseases and the impress which the mind unconsciously
receives from the Faroese landscape, I believe all will agree with
me in thinking that the peculiar natural conditions are probably the
most important predisposing cause of the mental diseases of the
Faroese, - in regard to v/hich the usually very lov," stand of the
barometer is perhaps, also of significance.

As factors which seem partly to develop this disposition, partly
to furnish an occasional cause for an outbreak of the disease, I
think the following circumstances, brought out by social conditions,
should come under special consideration.

The vievvs expressed by Lucas Debes, in his Faeroea Reserrata ,

to the effect that devilish vexation and Satanic delusion by fairies,
hobgoblins, and mermaids, had, perhaps, through the power of
Christianity, become rarer, but were still far from having ceased
to riot, - in regard to which he cites many examples derived from
his own experience, which also show what power the prayers of a

God-fearing priest have to frustrate the magic power of fiends, -

still prevail among the people, but with the alteration that the
more enlightened believe that in our time Christianity has become
so mi^ty that fairy folk and the like no longer venture out on
the surface of the earth, and that the priests are no longer so
well instructed in the "black art" in Copenhagen. Not very many
years ago, it seems, the Faroese priests were still trying, pro-
bably/ because they felt flattered at enjoying a more than human
dignity, to dupe the people by regular tricks, and by soothsaying
and sorcery to make it believed that they themselves were in im-
mediate communication with the higher powers, and that they could
heal the sick by witchcraft. At this day the country folk come
freq.uently to the priests and offer to pay them to bring back people,
sometimes children, who have got lost in the mountains, or to
make their influence with the higher powers bring forth the best
results for a dear sick one. But to tell the truth, none of the
Faroese priests of our day encourage the conmion people in super-
stition or bigotry, but as would be expected of enlightened men,
to the best of their ability combat these errors by word and deed^
The reserve and lack of sincerity of the Faroese towards the
Danish have doubtless been increased and fostered by the fact
that in recent times so much has been written by persons, not
well acquainted with circumstances about the grievances of the
Faroese in regard to their language, school conditions, and so

forth; but it is certain that these characteristics were not pro-
duced by such an influence.
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The drinking of spirits has not really become general on the

Faroes only a few, who, then, are confirmed drunkards, using it

dietetically; but on holiday occasions or on journeys great quan-

tities of a distilled liquour, wftiich, thanks to the market, is

certainly pretty thin, are drunk. However, if consideration is

taken only of confirmed drunkards, who, as we have said, are
rare on the Faroes, I believe that a closer investigation than
I was able to make in regard to the matter would show that among
the Faroese inebriates relatively more become delirious than
with us, - a fact which would indicate a predisposition of the

Faroese folk to mental infirmity, and this again, must be ascribed
to the probable influence of the natural surroundings.

According to the statement of an officer intimately acquainted
with conditions, onanism is probably not rare on the Faroe
Islands. Among other examples, I can cite the instance of a

mother -uTftio, when her son desired to marry, forbade him to do so,
and taught him, as a substitute, to practice onanism. The unfor-
tunate fellov/ carried this habit to such an. excess that his mind
becarae weakened; and in his more lucid moments he cursed his
mother with the most horrible oaths, because "she had wasted

away his oil of li e". Although the fact, that circumstances
often do not peimit marriages that are wished for and debauchery
with the other sex often appears dangerous to the prudent, Faroese

might in part explain this perversion of the se ual instinct, yet
it seems to me not unlikely that the disposition which the uncon-
scious impress of nature produces in the inhabitants may develop
a sort of predisposition to this vice, which, again, both develops
an attending disposition to mental disease and becomes a power-
ful occasional factor in its evolution. Yet it is, of course,
impossible to decide whether this vice is more general on the
Faroes than in Der^mark.

If, after this little digression, we turn to a consi delation
of hygienic conditions in connection v/ith the mode of life of the

Faroese, we find them not less different from ours than the

physical conditions des'cribed above.

First, as concerns their food, the Faroese have three prin-
cipal meals: breakfast, from 8 to 9; dinner, from 12 to 2; and

supper, or "evening food", from 9 to 10 in the evening. In the

morning they have milk, oftener sour than sweet, and with it
"drujl " and " skaerpekj;z$d" ,

or "sharp meat". Drujl is unleavco,:
barley bread, generally baked the evening before it is to be

used, but by some preferred hot, and in that case, prepared in
the morning shortly before it is eaten. It is made of flour and

water, and is formed into rounded sticks, about a foot long
and from l^- to 3 inches thick, which are usually baked only
by being laid on hot embers or coals: only a few bake them in

grates. In consequence of this raethod, the crust is burned, but
the dough inside often ra:iiains quite ravr. At butchering time,
boiled iamb's-blood is used instead of drujl , especially by the

poor. In the autumn the sheep and lambs designed for slaughter-
ing are shut up in readiness, and at one process, or, at least,
as rapidly as possible every man butchers his own lot. The bodies
are flayed, eviscerated, and hung up, without any sort of par-
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ticular preparation, to dry in an outhouse. Although probably-
some influence''* towards preserving the meat may be ascribed to
the salt particles suspended in the mists, yet it must undergo
a considerable degree of putrefaction, which differs, hoY/ever,
according to the weather which prevails during the winter while
the meat is drying. By Shrovetide the skaerpek jjz^d is generally
ready for use; it is carved into small pieces, as it is eaten, and
is eaten raw, with the drujl . Later on, in the summer, the

"sharp meat" gets full of maggots, vftiich still further increases
its rank odor and taste."*"*"

Dinner, or "midday food", consists of two dishes. One dish
is usually soup - that is, barley meal or barley groats boiled
in water, \Tith a goodly addition of "baut "

, which means all sorts
of fat things, especially rancid tallow and other rancid fats.
More rarely groats (grits) are used, with which also they alv/ays
cook a good deal of baut; these are eaten mostly with sour milk.
The other dish, which, by the way, is eaten first, consists of
" rast " - that is, half-spoiled meat or fish. The same method
of preserving meat vtoich is used for lamb flesh is also used for
" grinde"

^
meat", fish, or bird-meat; all are hung up to dry, with-

out any preparation by salting, smoking, or the like. In the cours
of several months, when the meat or fish is neither fresh nor

wind-dried, it is called "rast", a word that can be translated by
no other term than "half-rotten", an epithet fully merited by
this meat, if consideration is given to the abominable odor it

spreads, its unpleasinj, mouldy appearance, and its - at least,
not infrequent - occupation by maggots. This rast meat is

usually cooked before it is eaten, though some people prefer to
eat it raw, especially when it is becoming somewhat wind-dried.
I have seen a whole boat's crew (8 men) eating raw grinde-meat
with great appetite, although it was so badly putrified that its
stench nauseated me in the open boat; while the bottom of the
boat was white in places with insect larvae, which had partly
crawled out, partly been picked out of the meat. In case there
is no rast meat or fish, "sharp meat" or " grinde-twist" - that is,
wind-dried grinde-meat, - or dried fish is eaten and always in the

'^This influence cannot be great, since experience shows that
"sharp meat" becomes ranker the foggier the weather is while it
is hanging: out, even after it has dried.

*"*Sven the officials, as a rule, grow accustomed to "sharp
meat" pretty quickly, and often consider it quite dainty, I

could not, hov.fever, by any means, find any pleasure in this food,
which was so disgusting to me that it nauseated me.

t Grinde-whales are a species of dolphin, which swim around
the shores in great schools of 100 to 1000, and which, when a
school strays into a fjord, are driven upon the shore and killed;
such a grinde -flrive is the greatest delight of the Faroese.
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raw state. The evening meal, which the Faroese are accustomed
to take just before they go to bed, is essentially the principal
meal, and consists always of a dish of hot meat, chiefly fresh
laeat or fish, the fatter the better, and usually accompanied with
potatoes. If there is lack of fresh meat or fresh fish, which
are to be had only in butchering season or when there has just
been a bird-catching, hunting, or fishing excursion, rast meat
or rast fish is used, with salted grinde-lard. As a drink during
or after meals boiled milk is used, which is generally separated
by rennet or vinegar; or else a mixture of sweet and sour milk,
or the soup mentioned above. It is remarkable that chicken-meat
is disliked by most Faroese, Festival dishes, such as knytlinger .

or boiled fish-balls; sklndsekj);jd ,
or lamb meat first cooked and

then salted and dried; roast meat of all kinds; cooked or salted
beef, and pork or bacon; separated milk, cooked with raisins and
currants; boiled or roasted mussels and limpets; peas, boiled
rice, boiled eggs, pancakes, cakes, rye biscuits, rye drujl ,

and fine wheat bread are not seen so often, since not even the
richest indulge in such rareties for daily use. Special among
the Faroese sweets is the much-liked "kvanner" , the peeled stalk
of angelica archangellca . This is usually eaten by jtself, but
sometimes the well-to-do people have sugar and cream with it,
as we eat strawberries. Children like, also, to eat sorel

,
v;hich

grows wild. Tobacco is used even by the women, who suoke chalk
pipes of the size of thimbles. Coffee is used in general only by
the more wealthy people ,

but at trading-places many poor people are
addicted, so to speak, to its use. VJe have previously touched
upon the use of spirits. Wine is employed for daily use by none
of the Faroese, but it is not seldom used as a universal remedy,
as also are "heart-strengthening drops", or Hoffmann's anodyne,
and the like, which are used almost dietetically by an exceedingly
large number of women.

Every Danish person will certainly regard such food as very
unwholesome, if on no other grounds than that people are disposed
to consider the food to wliich they are accustomed as the wholesom-
est and best. The Faroese find it likewise as disgusting, however,
that we eat old Norv;egian cheese as we that they eat half-
decayed grinde-meat, and so forth. They usually think it absurd
that we ruin our good lamb flesh by salting it, as we do that
they make "sharp meat" of it.

Again, we are strengthened in our idea that the Faroese food
is unwholesome by investigating the physiological effects of the
different Faroese foodstuffs, which we shall now briefly review.

The fresh, and still warm unleavened and almost raw bread
( drujl ) is yet less digestible than freshly baked rye bread. It
is certainly not without effect upon the dyspepsia which is so

frequent - in connection vdth cardialgia (heart-evil) and
pyrosis - aiaong both the men and the v;omen, but particularly the
latter, who lead more sedentary lives. The rast meat of all kinds
produces cardialgia and pyrosis; but a more constant effect of it,
when it is eaten in quantities, is diarrhoea. Since the bird-
catching is done in the summertime, by autumn the bird meat has,
of course, become rast

;
thus is explained the fact that, as a
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trustworthy Faroese, well-acquainted with conditions, assured me,
the inhabitants of ViderjzJ Island and all the places where there
is much bird-catching, suffer in the autumn and winter almost
constantly, more than other villages, from extremely tedious
and exhausting diarrhoea. Likewise, when there has been a catch
of grinde-whales (ca'ing whales) in a village, the residents who
get the most grinde-meat , usually, according to the statement of
a certain man, suffer from diarrhoea as long as they have any
fresh or rast grinde-meat . The flesh of the grinde-whale,
which is quite lean, tastes, by the way, like coarse beef, and
prepared as we are accustomed to handle it, may afford good food;
but the Faroese eat together with this lean meat a quantity of fat;
and only a relatively inconsiderable portion of the meat is eaten
while it is somewhat fresh. Rast fish also causes diarrhoea.
It is, moreover, natural that, since the degree of putrefaction
at which the meat arrives while it is hanging up to dry depends
upon the weather, this diarrhoea, which usually prevails in the
autumn, is more violent and makes its appearance earlier, if the
sumiTAer and autiimn have been unusually humid and yet quite v:arra,
as was the case in the summer of 1846, which was the most humid
that the oldest people on the Faroe Islands could remember. The
fresh meat seems to be better the fatter it is. Halibut are caught
rather frequently, and the liver of coal-fish and of the haddock,
which are well-known to be very fat, is prized as the most deli-
cious morsel. Such quantities of fat, likewise, cannot have other
than a purging effect, and with persons who have weak stomachs and
who sit a great deal, cause disturbances of digestion. The wind-
dried meat, with its rank taste and smell, quite clearly cannot
be classed among easily digestible articles of food. Taking sour
milk the first thing of a morning and, when out on the arduous
mountain trips, drinking ice-cold river-water in considerable
quantities, which few refrain from doing, must often give the
inhabitants occasion for colds in the intestinal canal. Kvanne,
when eaten in large quantities, always causes a burning sensation
in the back of the throat, - almost like that of senega root -

and cardialgia, pyrosis, nausea, vomiting, diarrhoea, general
derangement of health, 'and sores on the lips and in the m6uth .

The outer rind of these stalks, which are peeled, of course,
before they are eaten, but not always with proper care, is such
a povferful rubefacient that it is very common to see sores,
psoriasis-like places, and erythema on the children's arms and legs,
which appear when they go out in foggy weather to gather kvanne .

But if these foodstuffs have such an effect on the healthy organism,
it is the more obvious that they would be injurious during and
after any febrile illness. There vms special opportunity to ob-
serve this truth during the epidanic of measles, for many con-
tinued, in spite of all admonitions, to use their ordinary food,
both during and 'after the measles. This was partly because of the
power of habit, w4iich is so strong that the inhabitants prefer
their usual food to any other, and are wont to consider it the
most wholesome in all circumstances; and partly because in in-
ability to obtain more suitable victuals. The poor Faroese earns

^

as a rule, for instance, only as much as he will consume on the
follo\vii3g day; only of rast or dried fish and grinde-meat has he
usually a little ahead, but of grain, especially in summer, rarely
more than a half-bushel or one or two bushels; and the greater
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number of the inhabitants may be called poor. However consider-
able the offerings which the almsboxes might receive in the summer,
the number of the needy is so great, and their dwellings are so

remote, that it is impossible for all to receive timely assist-
ance. And so, if the small reserve of grain which was to be

found in a house at the outbreak of the disease was used up for

barley soup and the like, while, perhaps, all the family had
measles at once, during convalescence they had to return to their
usual food. Not many at one time could have barley or oat soup
during the measles, but some had to be content with milk - usually
sour; some, who had the disease in mild form, used the ordinary
Faroese food the whole time. After the measles they generally
found the more reason for eating rast-meat and fish, and fat
and very rancid baut in the soup, in that they felt weak and
seemed to need sonEthing "strengthening"; and they regard the

strongest-tasting and most indigestible food as the most streng-
thening. It was no vronder that after the measles the majority
came to suffer from very tedious diarrhoea, frequently persisting
for many months, and often dangerously exhausting to their

strength. It occurs to me as very probable that the inflammation
which during the exanthema tic fever is found in the Peyer's glands
has, because of the irritating effect of the food, proceeded
into ulceration, in many cases; although for the reason stated

above, I was not able to prove this by making obductions. The

slimy, often light yellow, and odorless character of the excre-

ments, together with the long continuance of the diarrhoea, does

not, as remarked before, argue against it. Generally speaking,
I may assert that the gastric conditions, and especially the

diarrhoea, which occurred after the measles were most prevalent
in the poorer districts, where the people live chiefly by fishing,
and in those where the ca'ing-whales ( grinde ) were caught; while
the wealthier and more enlightened in each village, who could and
would restrict themselves to the prescribed diet, faithfully, were
quite exempt from this unpleasant sequel, or else suffered
from it for only a short while, as the result of committing some
indiscretion; on the other hand, it v;as the more common and
severe, the poorer and more ignorant the occupants of the house were,

Besides the hurtful effect cited, which the Faroese aliments
exert directly upon the intestinal canal, it should be mentioned
that haemorrhoids, plethora, and lithiasis are quite frequent
diseases on the Faroe Islands, which is easily explained by the

preponderance of animal food. But the Faroe folk are remarkable
for excellent and durable teeth. Carious teeth are seen very
seldom among the Faroese proper, and often people 70 years of

age are observed to have complete sets of teeth, with whom, though
to be sure, the crowns of the teeth are usually worn off, as they
are observed to be in the skulls of Greenlanders. This condition
of the teeth must probably, then, be attributed partly to the
firmness and toughness of the food afforded by the dried meat, and

partly to the cleansing which is quite involuntarily given the teeth

every time a mouthful of their drujl is taken.
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7?hen a Dane v/ould utterly condemn the Faroese food, after v/hat

v^e have stated here regarding it and its effects, and would boast
that his food is better, we should at the same time call his at-
tention to the fact there is some doubt as to whether the Faroese or
the Danish food is, on the whole, the more lAfoolesome. V7hen we later
come to compare the rate of mortality on the Faroe Islands with that
of Denmark, we shall see that, while the greatest mortality among us
is found between the 50th and 70th years, on the Faroes it is between
the 80th and 90th years of life; and that the average length of life,
which with us is 35 years, is 44 2/3 years on the Faroes, though in
this estimate the still-born are counted. Plereby it appears that
the Faroese food is not quite so unwholesome as might be supposed
at first consideration. Nevertheless, I am convinced that it might
and should be very much improved, so that the longevity of the
Faroese would become still greater; since the specially favourable
rate of mortality on the Faroes, as I shall later seek to shov/ by
statistical data, may almost certainly be regarded as due to the
freedom of these distant isles from many of the diseases which pre-
vail among us.

The Faroese houses are constructed in part of boards; thus the
best houses are lined partially or entirely with untarred planks,
and are covered outside with tarred planks; while others are only
lined with planks, and are enclosed by walls consisting of stone,
earth, and grass. The roofs are, almost vdthout exception, thatched
with green turf. The dwelling houses proper are of different sizes
and arrangements, according to the means of their owners. The
houses of the poorest folk consist of only one room, which serves
at the same time as kitchen, living-room, sleeping apartment, and

place for keeping chickens, and so on. The only door of this room,
vi4iich is not lined with boards, is about 4 feet high; the floor is
of earth; and there are no windows at all, but a quandrangular hole
in the roof, which may be closed by a shutter, serves at once for
entrance of light and exit of smoke. The beds are arranged like
berths, lengthwise around the walls, and outside them there is

commonly a bench. An apartment thus arranged is justly called a

"r)Z$gstue", which me&ns a smoking-room; for it is usually so full of

peat smoke that it is often difficult to understand hov; human beings
can breathe in such an atmosphere. The Faroese really seem to take
pleasure in peat-smoke-laden air, however; for I have frequently
seen people sitting by the fire-place drawing into their nostrils
with true delight the peat-smoke from the burning pile; the ancient
traditions show that the Faroe folk even in olden days coiild well
tolerate smoke, and sometimes used it to smoke Danish people out.
As for me, I was not seldom obliged to rush outside repeatedly to
to draw breath, before I could finish seeing and examining the
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measles patients who lay inside without being troubled by the at-

mosphere, to Tf^hich they v;ere accustomed. In our time, however, very
many even poor Faroes e are accustomed to have, besides the smoking-
room, vtoich is always arranged effectually in the same way (except
that with the wealthy it is larger and is furnished with a sort of

chimney) and is an indispensable part of every Faroese dwelling,
another room, rather small, to be sure, called a "glass parlor", an

apartment with glass windows, plank ceiling, and plank floor. Only
the wealthiest are wont to have, in addition to a capacious smoking-
room, - which is often used as a living-room, but always as a common

eating-room and a place for the servants to sleep, - a pantry and
several glass parlors. One of the latter is kept unoccupied, so that
officials and other important visitors may be received in it; this
room is usually very tidy, and it always contains, along with other

furniture, a well-made-up canopied bed. A second glass parlor,
where the weaver's stoll stands, has generally a pair of beds; and
sometimes there is a third glass parlor, 'which most of the family
use as living and sleeping room; these last two apartments are not
usually remarkable for the cleanliness which is observable in the
state parlor.

The features of the Faroese dv/ellings which may be supposed to

be injurious to health are the following: 1, The peat-smoke with
which their atmosphere is impregnated; 2. the dampness and bad air,
which are due partly to the dirty floors of the smoking-rooms, along
with the damp earth of which the walls and roofs are composed, and

which, even in the glass parlors with wood floors, is just beneath
the boards; and partly to the meagerness of the amount of air to

the individual, because of the contracted dimensions of the houses,
vriaich proportion is dimirished still further in the glass parlors,
because only outside-lighting stoves are used in them; 3. the i^- :-

' -

which are encountered particularly in the smoking-rooms.

It is obvious that these factors must have an especially in-

jurious influence during the epidemic of measles, but their effect
is percibptible at other times, also. Chronic blepharo-adenitis and
conjunctivitis are very prevalent among the older folk, and in time
are liable to pass over into lippitude. Though the climate has

certainly no happy effect on these eye-affections, it seems probable,
however, that the most important cause of their frequency is the

peat-smoke of the smoking-rooms. This assumption is strengthened
by the frequent occurrence of these affections among the old women,
who make their abode in the smoking-room, and go out very little
into the fresh air. That chronic bronchitis, also, and all sorts
of colds, the prevalence of which must "be attributed mainly, hov;-

ever, to the climate, are rather promoted than counteracted by the
arrangement of the houses, is clear. That leukemia and chlorosis are
not more frequent than they actually are, by reason of conditions
depicted above, must surely be due mainly to the strone anirnal food.
In the most wretched of all the huts did I see leukemic and chlorotic
women; I do not recall seeing any leukemic men on the Faroes. It

might be thought that Bright' s disease would probably take hold in
such houses, but as far as I could perceive from my investigations,
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such is not the case. I was not rarely consulted by old people with
oedema of the legs, and I always examined their urine by boiling it
in a test-glass, but never found albumin in it. On the other hand,
a very close examination almost always proved the presence of
heart-disease.

The matter of clothing has already been referred to by us, to
the effect that it does not adequately protect the body from the
rigors of the climate. Tie need make no further mention of it here,
therefore, except as regards its uncleanliness. That it is of woollen
stuff outside and inside, as a rule, is certainly in conformity with
its purpose, as far as the climate is concerned; but it is plain,
also that vermin - for instance, lice and itch mites - thrive in the
woollen shirts, v/hich are seldom ever changed. The odor which the
clothes of the Faroese acquire from the fact that they wash^-their things
in urine, whereof the production of the whole family is preserved in a

great vat, appears to be not unpleasant to these small beasts; at any
rate, itch is an extremely common disease, and very few families are
free from lice.

As among the most important hygienic factory, the daily occupations
of the Faroese should not be passed over in silence. The eraployments
of the men are, in particular, tending sheep, fishing, bird-catching,
a little agriculture, and peat-cutting. All these occupations keep
them out in the open air, especially in sumzaer, and require consider-
able physical exertion. 3y this they are hardened, and become able
to digest their tough food; but they suffer very greatly from the
effect of the climate, as mentioned above. Accidents which call for

surgery, such as fractures, luxations, wounds from falling, and
injuries from the knives* which they alv/ays wear at the side in cases,
like poniards, are also common; and hernia is not rare. In winter the
men also stay more in the houses, and help with making up the wool and
sewing clothes.

The activities of the women usually keep them in the houses,
they attend to the cooking and washing, and all the other indoor
business; but especially knitting woollen jackets and stockings,
weaving, and the like. Milking the cows is the only task that requires
the girls to go out on the mountains; and at harvest time they help
with housing the hay, smd with gathering and drying the grain. Sitting
still so much and staying in the corrupted air within the houses cannot
otherwise than promote hysteria, digestive disturbances, disordered
menstruation, and so on, among the women, and they are likewise more
liable, on account of these circumstances to take cold during the
field worli in the autumn. The effect of the daily employraent of these
women on their constitutions may be seen in the striking difference
that is observable between the women v/ho have to go out into the moun-
tains to milk the "covrs, and the others. The Faroese women are finely
built - often graceful, indeed, and when they have passed the 40th
year, they are spare; but the girls who milk the cows are robust,
like our servant-girls. It is singular, however, that even y^ith hard
work they do not spoil their remarkably pretty little hands and feet;

These injuries are due only to accident, however; for it is
positively unheard-of for one Faroese to drav; a knife against another.
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and again, it is strange that menstrual di i 3 are as frequent
among the milkmaids as among the other vvomex., v.-^ich would indicate,
as suggested above, that colds may be considered one of the important
causes of these disarrangements.

In order next to obtain a clear surtey of the effect of the

epidemic of measles on the rate of mortality on the Faroes, I have
collected various statistical data, which, on being cc

^ i"!
those of the rate of mortality in Denmark, appear to

'

. ^ng
in many respects.

Since the Faroese almost never emigrate and foreigners have
almost never settled on the islands, and moreover, the number of
individuals who compose the families of Government officials canrot
differ so much as to cause any considerable variation in the popu-
lation, the censuses on the Faroes yield truer results with rest
to the increase of population by the excess of births over deatht
than in Denmark, for instance. But according to the censuses for

1782, 1834, 1840, and 1845, the population of the Faroes was as
follows:

1782 1834 1840 1845
On the Northern Islands

(Norderperner ) 585 862 913 953

" " Eastern Island
( 0ster0 ) 1040 1548 1777 1910

" " Strom^, with Hestj5,
Kolter, and Nols0 1375 2159 2255 2405

" " Inlet Island (Vaag^) ,

Y/ith Mosquito Point
(Myggenaes ) 384 642 694 748

" "
SandjzJ Island (SandjzJ),
with Skuo and Great
Dimon 388 552 569 610

" " Suderj^ 537 1055 1100 (?)1156

Total 4409 6928 7308 7782

If it is desired to find an average number for the population
between the years 1834 and 1845, by adding 5928 and 7782 and di-
viding by 2, then computing a yearly average for the increase of
population in these years, and finally computing the percentage of
the yearly increase, the latter is found to be 1.05 per cent in the
time concerned. For Denmark, on the other hand, it is only 0.83
per cent for the years 1801-1834. Thus comparison is considerably
in favour of the Faroes.

Since, according to Dr. Gasper's computation of more than
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50 million people, it seems to hold good that the measure of mortality
in a colony is in direct relation to its general fruitfulness, it

might, consequently, he expected to find a high mortality on the Faroes;
but such is far from being the case.

Uldall's Health Officers' Handbook , which is nearest my hand for

comparison, presents an intelligent review of the increase of longe-
vity in Denmark, computed for 1000 men, according to an average of
five years, for 1784, 1828 and 1833, and observed, besides, that con-
ditions were about the same with respect to females, and that the
five-year period ending with 1833, inclusive, gives an unfavourable
scale because of the bad epidemics prevailing within it. On the

Faroes, for the years 1835-1845, inclusive, I have counted 1059
deaths, vftiich were taken from the carefully compiled Church books,
for all the parishes except that of Suder^, whence I possess no
statistical data. Since 60 still-births are included among these
1059 deaths, the numbers below may, of course, be used for comparison
only if it is borne in mind that the number of deaths for those under
10 years of age is correspondingly greater than it should be.

Of 1000 males in Denmark,
died, according to an aver-
age of 5 years:

Of 1059 person, died on the
Faroes in the years 1835-45,
inclusive :

Under
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In whatever manner comparison is made in rega this, it is

obvious that the rates of mortality are far more favL
"

^ for the

Faroe Islands than for Denmark. While the mortality c^u.^ix;^
•' :/ -ren

under 10 years of age is 356 to 1000, in Denmark, on the F. it

is only 279, to 1059, though 50 still-births are includ-
^

these 279. While in Denmark the greatest raortality (exc^i.^ ui.c^t of

children under 10 years) is found between the 60th and 70th years of

life, on the Faroes, (likewise excepting children under 10 )

it is found between the SOth and 90th years of life; and wl;^:.

Denmark, of 1000 who died, only 12S-187 were over 70 years ol
,

the Faroes, among the same number of people, 349 lived beyond that

age.

As is knoT/n, the average length of life has been computed for
the different European countries. For Russia it is stated as 21.3;
for Prussia, 29.5; for Switzerland, 34.6; for France, 35.8; for
Denmark, 35; for Belgium, 36.5; and for England, 38.5 years. I

attempted to find the average age for each parish on the Faroes,
except Suderfi, by adding the ages of those who died from 1835-1845,
inclusive, and afterv;ards dividing by the number of individuals, so

that I included the stillborn, wherefore the number representing
the averap^e length of life is quite a good deal less than it would
otherv/ise be. In this way I found the average length of life for

Nordstromjz$ to be 41.5; for Sydstromjz^ parish, 43.9; for OsterjiJ, 39.7;
for Vaagjzi, 48.8; for Sandd, 49.3; for the northern islands, 43.7;
and for the vftiole of the Faroe Islands, with the exception of

SuderjzJ, 44.6 years. It is thus still clearer how favourable the
rates of mortality are on the Faroes: for such a high average age is

not knovm., as far as I am aware, for any other country i
" "

"^

.

A closer observation of the table set up for comparison will
show that the difference between the rates of mortality of Denmark
and the Faroe Islands consists essentially in the fact that in Den-
mark more children under 10 years of age die than on the Faroes, and

that, on the other hand, a far greater number reach the ar^
70 years on the islands -than in Denmark. For the most vie
age - between 10 and 50 years, - it is found, however, that the

mortality is higher on the Faroes than in Denmark. The natural
explanation of the latter fact is that disproportionately greater
number of people meet' violent death on the Faroes, by drovming in
the dangerous fjords, and by plunging dovrn from the mountains,
than in level Denmark, surrounded by a calm sea. Thus, of the 172,
who died on the Northern Islands from 1835-1845, inclusive, 20

men perished by accident, at their best age.

Having set forth these facts, I shall attempt to find out the
reasons for these differences between the statistical rates of
Deniaark and the Faroes, both as regards increase of population and
rates of mortality.

It would be absolu-^ _. ^t variance with all customary views,
established by experience, as to the beneficial or injurious effects
of hygienic factors on the health, to ^-— ^^ "1-'" i" ^^'~

-hysical
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character of the country or in conditions depende.
life of the inhabitants the principal causes of the favourauie rate
of mortality and the considerable increase of population on the
Faroe Islands. A : aw, cold climate, with almost constant fogs and
violent, unsteady winds; a group of islands separated by dangerous
fjords, and consisting of high mountains, the roads ? "^ '^3/-paths
of which often deserve to be called "neck-breaking", .vhere the
occupations of the inhabitants continually exp. the
effect of the climate and to --,, dangers which ^., \.^,ad in
faring on the uproarious oc-. i the perilous mountains; food
which we are inclined to consider as indigestible, as injurious
by reason of tainting the hiimors, as too preponderantly animal,
and as unpleasing - in fact, disgusting; apparel in which the feet
are almost contin

' "

t, and - because the ..

"

.vear

penders and the \: ^ not wear drawers, - tL. _ :. is ex^
to cold and which, moreover, harbours vermin and uncleanliness;
dwellings which are filled with smoke and are surrounded entirely
by damp earth - all these features can by no means be supposed to
tend to promote the increase of population nor to prolong the lives
of the inhabitants. However, to avoi" ^rtiality, we must mention
also those points in the physical an" ^ luetic conditions which
might be regarded as beneficial to health, and which thus might per-
haps tend somev/hat to make the factors described less harmful.

In praise of the climate it may be said that the temperature is

fairly uniform, compared with that of other countries, reaching
neither a very high nor a very low degree; that, on the whole, the
air is free from animal and vegetable impurities, and that even if
the latter sometimes - as after a slaughter of grinde-whales, for
instance - threaten to pollute it, it is constantly purified and
renovated by the frequent winds; and finally, that an atmosphere
foggy with only water-vapour does not appear to be unhealthful,
considering the average length of life (38^ years) in foggy England,
which is greater than that of the rest of Europe; and considering
that of the Faroes (44 2/3), which is still greater. The mountain-
ous nature of the country hardens the body by exercise, which is
equally beneficial to digestion, blood, and liver. The food can be
praised probably only in that it is free from spices and palate-
tickling ingredients, which tempt people to fill the stomach with
more than it can digest; and of the houses nothing at all good can
be said except that the draughts in them combat an altogether too
overpowering accumulation of dust and smoke. The clothing is suit-
able for its purpose in that it consists prizicipally of wool and
taken as a whole, is warm. The occupations of the men and the milk-
maids may be regarded as healthful, in that the body is strengthened
and hardened by continuance in the open air and by the struggle
against nature.. Nevertheless, that these apparently so v;eighty
circumstances do not exert any essential influence on the mortality,
or else are completely outweighed by other injurious factors, which
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are conditioned on the occupations of the men, is evident from the

fact that of the 1059 dead from 1835-1845, incliisive, 538 were men
and 521 women. Of greater influence are probably the social con-

ditions, which, from the simplicity of their manners, permit the

people to keep calmer than in places v/here civilization has attained
a higher grade, and which prevent extensive debauchery between the

sexes, and foster that general inclination to helpfulness and kind

deeds, whence it results, at least in the more generally prosperous
villages, that the worst extremities are in some measure avoided.

It must not be supposed, however, that the circumstances cited
as being favourable to health outweigh the injurious influences

previously mentioned, and far less should the very favourable
mortality rates be ascribed to the former.

Only with respect to the increase of population would it appear
that the most substantial influence should be attributed to the

frugal and physically hardening mode of living, and its generally
greater serenity, in connection with the usually early marriages and
the powerful constitutions with which the race who people the Faroes,
and who originally sprang from Norway, are endowed by nature. At

any rate, the credit is not due to the Faroese midwives that the
increase of population {or the excess of births over deaths) is
1.05 per cent on the Faroes, while it is only 0.83 per cent in

Deniaark; and that of 1059 dead on the Faroes only 279 were under 10

years old (counting 60 stillborn or children dead within 24 hours);
while in Denmark, in the most favourable instances, there v/ere 355
under 10 years old (probably not counting stillbirths) among 1000
dead. The relation between the stillborn and the livingborn
children is clearly not more unfavourable on the Faroes than in

Denmark, but rather more favourable, and this in spite of the fact
that the status of midwifery on the islands is almost inexcusable.
For since the life of a Faroese midwife is attended with difficul-
ties and dangers which are unknown in this country, and since withal
she receives neither from the public nor from the respective indi-
viduals a compensation commaisurate in any sense with her exertions,
it is rare that a suitable' sub ject is foiind willing to journey to

Copenhagen to study midwifery. But even when a suitable woman has
signified her willingness to do this, the directors of the Royal
Institute of nativity have freq.uently refused her admission to the
establishment. As a result, there are on the Faroes very few trained
midvdves (if I remember rightly, only 4 or 5), which seems so much
the more unfortunate because now no women are trained by the autho-
rized physicians of the country, as they formerly were. It was,
therefore, certainly to be desired that these methods should be
ordered better than they had hitherto been, not vdth standing the

repeated presentation of them by the bailiffs and provincial surgeons
to the authorities concerned. Nothing could be more unjust than to
drav;, from the favourable conditions named above, the conclusion that
in the mechanics of birth totally ignorant women can render the same
service as well-trained midwives; for such an idea is quite suffici-
ently disproved by statistical investigations; and it is not to be
doubted that the rateregarded as favourable for the Faroes with
respect to increase of population and the proportion of stillborn
children to living-bom must be attributed to other circumstances,
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wliich are so favourable that they outweigh the injurious influences
exerted by a badly ordered system of midwifery.

Little as the existing institution of midwifery can be supposed
to promote the increase of population, no more can the favourable
rate of mortality on the Faroes essentially "be credited to the

physicians; for it is a familiar fact that there are on the Faroes
only one royally appointed physician and, formerly, one practising
physician, who both live in Thorshavn, and whose activities, in

consequence of the physical character of the country, must be still
more ineffective and imperfect than in the Danish country districts.

According to an average computation for 9 years, from 1837-1345,
inclusive, there died yearly of the inhabitants of the respective
parishes, as follows:

In Sydstrom0 (with Thorshavn) 1.856 per cent.

"
Nordstr5mjZ$ 1 .263 "

On 0ster;j5 1.593 "

" The Northern Islands 1.3.1 " "

"
YaagjzJ 1.376

"

" Sand^ 1 . 534 "

•I

ti

"
S-lw^,^' (according to the kind i

"

mation of Candidate Ma
,

.... 1.555 " "

Now, since the people who live in SydstromjzJ, and especially in

Thorshavn, have very frequent opportunities to get medical assio-

tance, v;hile Suder;^, for example, is sometimes not visited by a

physician in a year and a day, it may be seen from this fact that
the physicians on the Faroes do not have such a great influence on
the rates of mortality as other factors, especially the financial
circumstances and the physical character of the islands. It would
be just as unreasonable, hov/ever, to assume that the appointment of
more physicians would be superfluous, as to declare frc-

"
-. results

cited above that midwifery is superfluous. As an exam^ ^. \ich

might appear to count for the opposite, I will take the liberty of

presenting the following: In the years 1780-1790, when there was
no scientifically trained physician on the Faroe Islands, 223 persons
died on 0ster^, which, in 1782, had 1040 inhabitants. Since, ac-

cording to average computation, the people of 0sterp' increased
yearly by 11 - 36/52 individuals during the ensuing 52 years, the

population for 1785, or the average number of inhabitants in the

period named, is plotted at 1075 individuals; accordingly, there
died on 0sterp' from 1780-1790 one out of 4 - 183/223 individuals.
From 1835-1845, inclusive, 299 persons died on 0ster^; but the

population of the island had increased so much, that in 1840 it had
1,777 inhabitants. If this is supposed to be the average nuraber of
inhabitants in the last named period, only one of 5 - 282/299 died
in this latter period. It might perhaps be said in reply to this
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statenent that the measles prevailed in 1781; but tM« -fact in-
creased the mortality so little, as far as 0sterjE^ v, ucerned, that
while the mortality on 0ster;zi from 1771-1780, inclusive, according
to an average computation, was 24 - 1/5 yearly, from 1781-1790, in-
clusive, notwithstanding the increase in the number of people, it
was found to be only 19-9/10; on the other hand, t]

- -

year 1838, during the terrible epidemic of influeni.
,

_ _____ s

on 0ster^, while, according to an average computation for 1835-1845
inclusive, only 27-2/11 individuals died yearly on this isl
Since, then, the physical character of jSsterjz^ Island, as v*v _ a

mode of life of the inhabitants, seems to have been almost entirely
unchanged during the periods concerned, and beside those cited, no
unusual causes seem to have influenced the mortality, there might
be an inclination to ascribe the not inconsiderable difference to
the efficacy of the physicians. I think, however, that the effi-
cacy of the physicians cannot generally be estimated, because
it is impossible to make allov^ance at the same time for other factors;
and the contradictory evidence foimd in the nuiaerical results above,
which were obtained by various methods, seems, furthermore, to be a

proof of this. Only this much is certain - that though the efficacy
of the physicians, it seems, cannot be estimated as an essential
factor in the favourable rate of mortality on the Faroes, nor does
it become perceptible from a statistical survey of the mortality of
the different islands, the employment of a physician of Suderiz^,
an island of 1,156 inhabitants, which is now completely cut off,
so to speak, from medical assistance, appears, from a humanitarian
viewpoint, to be not only desirable, but necessary, if the influence
of the physician tov/ards rendering the rates of mortality still more
favourable is not to be altogether discredited.

After having thus reviewed the causes which at fii '. __ oe would
seem to be able to exert some effect on the favourable rates of
mortality on the Faroes, without so far having found any factor to

which, on closer scrutiny, might be ascribed any essential importance
in this respect, we are led to accept the assumption that the entire
or partial exempt ion of the Faroe Islands from a number of diseases,
especially those v?hich are infectious , Trhich decimate the populations
of other countries , is the most important of all causes of the
favourable rates on these islands , and the high limit of life of the
inhabitants . This assumption becomes the more obvious when v;e run
over, in brief, the diseases which are rare or unknovm on the Faroes.

Gcrofulosis and tuberculosis , the vast influence of which on mor-
tality in general in other countries, and in particular, on the
mortality of children under 10 years of age, while not unknown, are,
however, in proportion to other countries, rare on the Faroes.
Perhaps the specially favourable rate of mortality cited for children
under 10 years might be explained by this fact. Perhaps the fact
that the food of the inhabitants is, in general, so largely of the
animal variety exerts an influence hereupon; but possibly, the fact
that until quite a few years ago syphilis was an almost unknown
disease on the Faroes (of this more later) has contributed its part
towards the relative rarity of the tvra families of diseases named.
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Whether sklrrhus or cancer , occurs on t" "roes, I car.- -..j;

I did not see any cases of it, and it is not ^.^w^able that tL^. Ij.z-
ease should have entirely avoided my observation, unless it belonged
at least among the rarities.

Bright' s disease , which, at least among the patients Ijring in
the General Hospital, is a very rare disease, I "1"

Faroes; although I always boiled the urine of ___.

'

. _ _„.:"-. ,.1

with oedema of the limbs or from other suspicious .oms, I never
found albumen in the urine; on the contrary, as st^t

'

;ve,
usually heart-disease was detected as the cause of tl. ^ ,.lema.

ivlalaria ,
and the accompanying infarcts of the liver and the

spleen, etc., do not, as I have said, occur on the yaroes.

Among the infectious diseases, the Faroes are visited by o:
-

,

scabies, influenza, typhus, and in'the last year, syphilis. Si
we have not so far mentioned the latter disease, v;e shall here
discuss briefly the effect on mortality which may be -^^

-i^-
^

\ to it.

Scabies ,
as is well knovm, hardly ever shortens ^'

life, and
so wiil receive no further mention here, gpidemics u£ iiifluenza
( krujm ) are frequent, however, and as it appears, sometimes quite
severe. The minor epidemic which I had a chance to observe was
very mild, and it seeras, cost not a single human life; but in the
year 1838 an epidemic of krujm prevailed which very greatly in-
creased the mortality of the country. This :

'

^ very plainly seen
from the following survey:

Died in 1838: Died yearly, according to an
average reckoning for the
years 1838-1845, inclusive;

On Nordstromj5 ... 15 persons 10-9/11 persons

"
3ydstromjz5 41 ""

23-9/11

" Oster^ 47 "
27-2/11

"
VaagjiJ 12 "

5-9/11

" <^
andjzJ 13

"The Northern.
Islands 32 " 15-7/11

Total ... 160 persons Total.. 95-3/11 persons
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This considerable increase " "

jaths in the year 1838 cs
,

far as may be judged from the data found in the Church books and
from verbal information, according to \rtiich the year 1858 otherwise
presents nothing disadvantageous to which this increased mortality
could be ascrit

"

. '-viously be due only to the frightful epidemic
of krujm, or ini ^a. It is noticeable that the outbreak of such
epdieiixics stands in close relationship with the arrival of the trade-

ships, especially in the autumn. This car. M be accidental,
since the arrival of the first trade-ship .r at very dif-
ferent times - sometimes in March, sometimes in April, sometimes
again in May; and since, according to the statement of Bailiff
Ployen, among others, in the 17 years he has resided on the islands
it has happened invariably that 2 or 3 days, after the arrival of
the first ship such an epidemic has broken out, and in this wise:
the commercial managers and clerks were first attacked, then all
Thorshavn, and later the remaining places of the country. Exception-
ally, the epidemic occurs at other ti. v * "" "he year, also, as in
August, 1845, during my sojourn on tL _ - "s. This epi-^.enic, too,
began a few days after the arrival of the ship, and .1 in
the manner just described. The disease manifested it^-^_ n^ the
form of a catarrhal fever, with cold in the head and cough, in
a;reater or less degree; and in the severer cases, also cat ". i

injection of the conjunctiva, and watering of the eyes. li. itiu its
course in 8, or at the most, 14 days. As analogous herewith, I
take the liberty of mentioning the queer famili.

'

t that on the
Isl.

"
of Saint Kilda a similar epidemic breaks o.. .

- likewise
ma..- its appearance with cold, cou^ , and catarrhal fever - every
time a - - ^rrives.

Typhoid fever, called on the Faroes " landfarsot" (epi ^ \
prevails there off and on, to be sure, but c-. j fre-
quently as with us. The isolated situation Ox ^

-
rvr'szes

it plainly observable that the disease is prima ^^us

origin, but is afterwards spread by contagioi _ e latter part
of September, 1846, an epidemic of landfarsot ^.^.^..^ out in
Vestmannhavn, and another but lesser one about the sane time in
Thorshavn. Since, on account of the cessation of the meas^ ':

that time, I had only to await the arrival of the ship to '^^^^^a to

Denmark, I was requested by the chief magistrate to take up my
residence in Yestmannhavn, in order to treat the sick there, and
to devise measures vtoich might possibly prevent the spread of the
infection. During my stay there, which lasted 15 days, I treated
14 patients, who were suffering from a pronounced typhoid fever.
Since it has been supposed that there is something individual about
the Faroe se landfarsot ,

as though it were a nervous fever sui
generis , I shall here set forth in brief the symptoms which the •

patients who came under my treatment presented, and which in my
opinion, proved that the disease is nothing else than a typhoid
fever in the course of which the putrid symptoms sometimes appear
to be more conspicuously pronounced than they usually a^- -"i-'-'-' -^^^.--
In all the cases there was headache, sometimes ^tting i. .

,

sometimes later; with giddiness, a stupid expression of countenance,
running of the ears, and photopsis, dedolation of all the limbs.
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general indisposition, with great languor, nausea, and anorezia,
as the first sig;as of illness. The cerebral symptoms increased
rapidly, and among about half the sick, violent deliriiom v/as present
incessantly while the disease was at its height. During the first
days the patients complained of sleeplessness; later they slept
nearly all the time. VTith all there were a considerable wasting away
of the flesh and diminution of the pov/ers during the progress of the
disease; '.vhile it was at its worst, most of the patients were af-
fected with trembling of the hands, and mimic spasms were observed
to pass over their faces. Rubor fugax genarum (fleeting redness of
the cheeks) was observalile with nearly all. Deep pressure upon the
abdomen, especially in the caecal region, would cause a good deal of
pain with 11 of the 14 sick. In all the cases, without exception,
the tongue was heavily coated, especially in the center, where it was
also dry; with several the coating of the tongue was brown or black,
and was crusty and seamed with fissures, the bottoms of which were
bloody. When the coating v/as loosened, sometimes diphtheritic
or aphthous places were observable on the tongue; but it soon re-
gained its natural appearance, and when fissures were present, these
healed rapidly. .

In all the cases there was a bitter or putrid taste
in the mouth; appetite was entirely absent at first, but in convales-
cence returned with renewed force; all suffered from thirst, which
was usually very severe. In about half the cases diarrhoea, v*iich
with some was quite profuse, alternated with constipation; some
suffered with constipation only, others with diarrhoea only, and
with but few were the dejections natural all the time. Nosebleed
occurred in the outset of the disease with several, though not v/ith
the majority of the sick; bloody diarrhoea was noticed with only
one elderly woman, but distinct petechiae, sometimes isolated, some-
times blended into large dark purple spots, were found with 3 patients.
Those pale, faint morbilli (measles) resembling the exanthema of
typhus, were present with more than half the sick, being specially
apparent on the arms, breast and legs. Several of the sick had,
besides, a catarrhal cough usually inconsequential, and dry noses,
while the conjunctiva was quite conspicuously injected, particularly
v/ith older persons. After the illness, extreme weakness followed
in all cases, but was worst and most persistent among old persons.
In addition, taciturnity', despondency, and morosity were marked,
being particularly great in the first stage of convalescence.
With all was noticed desquamation of the lips, and vath some also a
branny scaling-off of the whole body. Older persons were usually more
severely attacked than young persons. This little epidemic, \*ich
did not carry off anybody during my stay, evidently sprang up
spontaneously; but it v/as afterv;ards quite apparent that it was
spread by contagion, since, after isolation was effected, the disease
v/as confined not only to the districts*' which had already been af-
fected when I arrived, but during my stay, even to the invaded houses;
and since in these, even, the persons who slept in a room apart from
the sick either Escaped entirely, or did not fall ill until later on;

* It

The Faroese villages, or "bojgds "
, lie spread out ovei

the entire "home-field"; and the lesser groups of houses, of which
the bo jgd is composed, are called "bylings" (little towns).
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while those who had to sleep in the room with tL
tacked immediately, one after the other.

The same method as that used in Vestmannhavn is us, ..-

cessful on the Faroes in hinder! pread of a tyhpus epidemic
and here the inhabitants' extre.., ..-. of infectious diseases helps
greatly. Since the disease selc .oceeds in spreading beyond the

place where it spontaneously originated, and since such sp^ jus
occurrence is luckily not very freq.uent, typhus seems not t^ ^^..-

tribute much towards increasing mortality on the Faroes - at least,
not so much as in other countries, where "" inhabitants have more
intercourse with each and other and are '. .Tilling to undergo
isolation.

Syphilis was unknown on the Faroes until about 2 yc
^

_, ea
that time about 20 cases have come under treatiaent. Ace -^ to
what I saw of the disease there, I may pronounce it simple syphilis,
in that I saw nothing but superficial chancre, mucous tubercles,
white surface: sores on the neck, and syphilids, vsiiich belong es-

pecially to the exanthema tic types. The only feature in which it
seems to differ from syphilis as observed en masse here in the

hospital is the predominant freq.uency of the mucous tubercles, which
might perhaps be due to the character of the primary type which was
transplanted to the Faroes. When the Provincial Surgeon, Dr.

Regenburg, called the disease a leprous-syphilitic affection, J can

explain this to myself by the fact that he perhaps regarded the muc -

ous tubercles as leprous knots. In his latest report to the Royal
College of Health I see, however, that he has changed his views
about the disease, in that in this report he speaks of it only as
syphilis. — How much the former freedom of the Faroes from
syphilis has helped to make the rates of mortality more favourab^-:
cannot be determined for the present, - particularl,

'
-; 1" i-

tion is given to the connection in which this dise . - !
..

stands with scrofula and tuberculosis.

Of still greater importance for the favourable rates of mor-
tality of the Faroe Islands seems to be the fact that the islands
have been, at least in t"he years 1825-1845, inclusive, free from
small-pox, scarlet fever, and measles.

Small-pox last prevailed on the Faroes, as far as I know, in
1705, and at that time caused great devastation, in regard to which
accounts are still current among the people; thus, it is narrated
that the whole population of Skujzi died out from it. At present,
it might be hoped that such a calamity might be at least partially
prevented by vaccination. It is obvious, however, that the physical
character of the country renders it peculiarly difficult to carry
this out satisfactorily. It could scarcely be done in any other v/ay
than for the physician to divide the islands int haps 5 districts,
and to look after the vaccination in one of thee^, '^j turns, each
year, by making a double tour, so that he would manage tO reach
each village twice, with 8 days' interim - the first time to perform
the vaccination, the second time to learn the results. But it
vrould be unreasonable to req_uire such an inconvenience of the ap-
pointed physician- without a corresponding remuneration, since, apart
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from other harJl /.^^ , by such a long absence from Thorshnvn as
be involved, he would lose a part of the income f Mce that
would be due to the medical practitioner. This muol., _l least, is

clear, - that vaccination such as is now performed on the Faroe
Islands is entirely unreliable and aimless. The fact is that it is
delegated to a i^stic to travel around in the country to vaccinate
the children; he is provided for the purpose with vaccine and a
needle, or lancet, and is instructed how to go about the operation.
This rustic then engages in each village a man that can write, to
inspect the children 8 days after vaccination, and to write to the
provincial surgeon as to whether the vaccine has taken or not.
However, since, on the one hand it is quite doubtful - in fact,
in many cases, even improbable - that the man who is to inspect
the children has ever seen a characteristic vaccine pustule; and on
the other, since there is a question as to whether, to serve his
neighbour or countryman, he is not capable of telling a slight false-
hood, seeing tliat the inliabitants are often loth to have their child-
ren vaccinated, because they fear the grafting in of foreign dis-
eases, and so on; it may easily be perceived what is to be expected
of such control. If, then, a complete reform is to be effected on
the Faroe Islands in regard to vaccination, as is certainly most
desirable, especially if freer conditions of trade are to be ex-
pected, it vail not only have to be undertaken by the physician
himself, in dual trips, as suggested above, but it must also be
carried through for all persons vathout exception, so that certifi-
cates of vaccination hitherto issued should excuse none from this
sli^t operation.

Scarlatina has never, as far as I knov/, visited the Faroes,
nor, probably, whooping-cough, though the latter is recorded in 1858
in some of the Church registers as a cause of death; for this infor-
mation seems to have originated only from the fact that one or
other priest, during the prevailing influenza epidemic, mistook
a violent catarrhal chest affection for whooping-cough.

The measles had not prevailed on the Faroes since 1781; then
they broke out early in April, 1846. Since I intend to offer in
another section som.e observations about this disease, I shall limit
myself here to mentioning the effect of the epidemic on the mor-
tality. Of tlie 7782 inhabitants, about 5000 were taken with measles,
in the course of about half a year, - in that the first cases
appeared, in Thorshavn, on the 4th or 5th of April, and after the
17th of Septaaber only a few cases were, as yet, occurring on Sandj!^.
From the beginning of the year to the middle of September, 255
persons in all died, of whom at least 102 died of measles or its
sequelae. But since I have no very accurate statistical data for
Suder0 , which LIr. Ivianicus has taken care of, I shall here give
account only of the other islands, comprising 6 parishes, with
6626 inhabitant's, of whom about 5000 had measles last year. From
the beginning of the year 1845 until the epidomic had ended, 215
persons died in those parishes, among ¥;hom 164 died under the
epidemic, - the duration of the latter being calculated separately
for each village, - and of these at least 78 were victims of meas-
les or its results. It must, however, be observed withal that the
number of those who died of measles as far as Sydstrom^ is concerned
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seems to be set too low. The fact is, tl r^ -"^
i

able to refer only to the records which I

ters, where measles is given as the ce
But if the Church registers also show 'v.,

on 3ydstrom0 from the first of the year "-

April 21 and July 21, and so just in the sj,

the measles prevailed there, where as, accox>-.xi

jount for the years 1335-1845, inclusive, only
usually die yearly in Sydstr8mjz5, it is unli".

have been taken off by measles. This is th^ ,_

cause, of the 64 dead, 45 had lived in Thorsh? -

800 inhabitants), where both the physici:
end, in accordance with instruct! "^, -^^

to the priests, who record them i

other parishes where I h
^ "

-.i able, b^
to obtain more reliable i.-.\.^.^ation, it •,._.

a third and a half of those who died in th
carried off by vieae.'. ^

'

__ ^___
.vhere the measles

^ '

:^.^

ascribe to an epi
effect upon the iuor

'

__

'

'

actual number of de^t/— I^^..

first case, there would hav
and in the other

"

..;ong 30-g
-.^-^ nf .

,
YJhich

1801-1834

with

this parish I was
in the Church regis-
"^h in but 12 instan
individuals who dieJ

^0, 64 died between
_' time during which

_ to the average
23-9/11 persons
"hat only 12 should

'

_
'

about
e couiiti-y live

... causes of death
registers. In all the

-"sonal presence,
«-^ betv/een

the year were
'jpt, in Gand0,

'

,

"therefore.

2h

it appears

total -
—

age ci-

te the
it is :.-.

the year

the arrival of t:

to me obable
^-.q]^os v;as be'L . 78 -"^-^

ath among 64 :..

'.Thile the ratio of deaths
in Denmark is, according to

1:41.22, for the Faroes,

ip some
that the
164; in the
-s patients
to the
^hr. aver-

1846.

^-uputation for 1835-1345, is usually l:6-l.Cw,
- to be 1:31.107 in only the first two-thirds of

-ng

It i - emarkable fact, indicative of th . _ ..s character of
the measles among the grovm people , that the yearly average of death
"as practically unalte ^ '

l| years (usually 44 2/3 years). The
Tollowing conspectus ii. , - .^ to show the rate of mortality in
tile respective ages during the measles epidemic of 1846, and for
a comparison of these rates with those usually or

^" "
'^ s:
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7rom 1835-45, incl.
,
In the fir-

lied yearly, by av- 2/3 of the
erage computation, year 184S
at the respective died:
-ges :
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The following conspectus shows the extent to which ths epidemic
of measles prevailed on the Faroes, although the difference which
must be apparent from the fact that no age was spared, while in
Denmark, to be sure, the measles usually attacks only children,
is a contributing factor towards making the rate of mortality for
,1843 more like the rate with reference to Denmark than usual.
Accordingly, it might appear as if the singular way in which the
measles affected the mortality rates on the Faroe Islands had
something in common with the way in which the numerous different
epidemics prevailing at the same time affected the mortality in
Denmark and other countries.

The influence which the epidemic of measles of 1846 exerted
on the mortality rates of the Faroes may serve as an example to
illustrate the tendency of epidemics as a whole towards decimating
the populations of coxintries. Of course, the measles is not wont,
under usual conditions, to menace any but children, while on the
Faroes it evidently attacked almost the entire population, without
respect to age; but the epidauics in the aggregate which prevail
in other countries but partially spare the Faroes, also threaten
the entire population, without respect to age. I believe that it
has held good in every case that the most essential cause of the
favourable rates of mortality on the Faroe Islands may be looked
for in the freedom of these islands, because of their situation
as well as their isolated condition as regards commerce, from many
diseases lAftiich in other places - Denmark, for instance - very con-
siderably increase the mortality. It is obvious, then, that
prophylactic measures against the introduction and spread of foreign
diseases are of very great importance in such places, where they
can be put into execution, - as, for example, on the Faroes; while
they are of no importance v/here they are rendered impracticable
by great conflux of people and by other conditions, as in Copenhagen.
Here, therefore, an edict of quarantine against the measles would
seem ludicrous, but the Faroe Islands would probably not have lost
nearly 100 inhabitants if an edict directed against the smuggling
in of the measles had not been removed some years ago.
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II

The measles is a disease so generally faiailiar and so almost tri-
vial that it might be supposed that observations in regard to it
could offer nothing new, except in special cases wit" _ess
rare complications. It is not, however, my intention, i^^. - l^ ;^o

into details which are of only more or less partial interest, but
to offer some observations in regard to the nature of the contagion
of measles, which peculiarly favourable circumstances rendered it

possible for me to make, and which I believe merit some attention.

As to the length of the incubation period, accurate and satis-
factory observations have hitherto been lacking, as far as I know,
since some authors regard it as 8 days, others as from 10 to 14

days, while others, again, assume no definite stage at all of latent
contagion. This may not be strange, however, since observations
in regard to the subject could not well be made where a very lively
intercourse goes on among the people, and where each individual
comes into contact with a large number of other individuals, each of
whom may be carrying the germs of infection with him. Here in

Copenhagen for instance, it can very rarely be said of a measles
patient that he was exposed to infection only once, on this or
that day; since it can hardly ever be proved that he was not in any
wise exposed earlier or later, without knowing it, to the influence
of the contagion of measles. To be able to arrive at some definite
result in reference to this question would call for special cir-
cumstances which might render it possible to make accurate obser-
vations; and these circumstances were offered on the Faroe Islands.
The isolated situation of the villages, and their, on the whole,
limited intercourse with each other, made it possible in many -

in fact, in most cases, to ascertain where and when the person
who first fell ill had been exposed to the infection, and to prove
that the contagion could not have affected him either before or
after the day stated.

The first person on. the Faroes v^fho took the measles was _-

binet-maker, now living in Thorshavn. He left Copenhagen on the
20th of March and reached Thorshavn on the 28th; on the way he had
felt quite well, but was attacked by measles early in April, on
what day he did not know. Shortly before his departure he had
visited some measles patients in Copenhagen. About 14 days later
his tv;o nearest associates were attacked. The^e facts, - although
inaccurately observed, to be sure^J" - which -• alated to me before
my departure from Thorshavn, determined me to t^xve attention in my
travels about the islands to the length of the stage of incubation.

The first village to which I came (on July 2nd)^ on my rounds
was Tj)2$rnevig, on Nordstrom^, where 80 of the 100 inhabitants were
down with the measles. On the 4th of June a boat with 10. men from

Dr. Regenburg, Provincial Surgeon, who v/as the cabinet-maker's
physician, was ill himself at the same time at which the fonaer's
illness was at its height, which, as well as the surgeon could re-
member, was on April 4th.
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Tjjirnevig had taken part in a catch of grinds, or ca'ing whales,
at Yestmannhavn; and on precisely the 14th day following, -

the ISth of June - the raeasles exanthema broke out on all 10 men,
after they had been feeling ill from 2 to 4 days, and had been suf-
fering with coughs and smarting of the eyes. The 10 mei
had not been together at all except at the grinde catch ji;>Jt-i_:i ,o,
and none of thea had been at any place v/here they could have
happened to be exposed in the remotest way to the j.

"

ion, which
they dreaded and shunned. In Vestmannhavn, on the u '-and, they
had not only been in contact with many men who had rt _„.- got
up after the measles - perhaps part of them still florid with the
exanthema - but had also beer;

-^

ing later in houses wher -oons
had to go to bed on the next ith an eruption of the n.

exanthema. From 12 to 16 days after these 10 men had taken measles
(counting from the appearance of the rash), the rash of measles
broke out among nearly all the other inhabitants, except perhaps
some few individuals, who were not attacked until IS or 16 days after
the first goaeral attack.

These facts might suggest that the contagion of measles produces
no visible effects for quite a long time, usually 10 to 12 days,
after its reception into the organism, since the precursory catarrhal
stage began just after this lapse of time; and that the exanthema
first appears on the 14th day after the receptio' o

"
t'pe i""ec^i- -->

matter. If this supposition was confirmed, the.
"'

that the second and third general attacks ensued eaci-

14 days' interim, would make it probable that the mea^--.. -^ „.^^ -

infectious during the stage of eruption and efflorescence, not, as

generally supposed, during that of so 1 .
;
off.

In order to investigate as to whether these suppositions were
vvell-fo\inded, I decided to undertake in each village to which I came,
a minor examination, as exact as possible, in regard to the origin,
occasion, and propagation of the disease. In this way I obtained
from 52 villages the names of the persons who took the measles first,
the opportunity whereby and the date whereon they v/ere exposed to
ixifection, the date on which the exanthema came out on them, and the
time that elapsed thereafter before the other residents broke out
with the rash. It would have been too tedious, however, to go
through with such an examination in every single village, especially
as I found the supposition set forth above confirmed on the whole,
and I did not come across any cases to prove that there v/ere ex-
ceptions to the rule. I shall, therefore, present here only some
cases by which this fact was confirmed in most remarkable fas' i

In Velberstad , on Sydstromp, I obtained statements which com-
bated my assumption of a stage of incubation of a definite length,
inasmuch as there appeared to have been, in the case of a certain
patient, only 10 days between the occasion on which the patient was
exposed to the contagion and the day on which the rash appeared.
Since it was a very reliable man who stated this to me, and the
patient concerned was his own wife, I thought I had here found an
exception to the rule. But on St. Olave's Day (July 29) the same
man sent me a message by his nephew. Pastor Djurhuus, to the effect
that his statQueht had not been correct, but that it was exactly
14 days, instead of 10, that intervened between the occasi" ""
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which his wife was exposed to the infection and the day on which she
broke out with the rash. Shortly "before my arrival the

^

lost
at the sarae time a beloved wife and a sister, and his gxxoT l.d.'! dis-
tracted hi;;i.

The other case in which I thought I found an exception to the
rule was in Hattevig, on FugL^ (Bird Island). A young man, the first
who had taken measles there, declared to me that he had not been
outside Hattevig except on Whit Monday (June 1st) when, together
with another man, he was in Annefjord, on 3ord0 (Table Island?),
where at that time the measles had not broken out, but wh: had
later learned, a man had got the rash on the 3rd of June, _._-.. :..vo

others on the 8th. The first young man asserted that in his case
the exanthema had appeared on the 11th of June, but in his compan-
ion's case, not until the 14th. Althoudi I represented to him that
it was of great inportance to other people that he sho\ild tell me
the truth, and there was no question of any responsibility for hini,
he would not admit that he had been exposed any earlier to the
infection. But in the evening vAen I was sitting in the smoking-
room, attired in Faroe se clothes he came to me and begged my pardon
because he had not recollected correctly; the fact was that he had
also been in Klaksvig, on the 30th of Hay, and being in an intoxi-
cated' condition, had been in several houses where there were cases
of measles. The form some\*at resembling an examination which I

had used had made the youn_ ....
"

- ... that isolated FugLjzJ uneasy, and
had induced him to divulge the truth."^

In Selletraed , on 0sterjz$ (Eastern Island), I was told that a

young man had been infected on June 4th, at the ^Hnde-haul i

Vestmannhavn, and that on the 9th of June had broken out witl

rash, and that his younger brother and other folk in the village
had been infected by him, and had broken out v/ith

•"''

"ash on June
17. I asked for the almanac, and inq.uired where t ler brother
had been on the 25th of I.Iay (14 days before the e::

'

.la broke
out on him). They told me that on that very day 1

'

'"^en in
ITord-0re, where the measles was prevailing, and tl.

.,
a way

home he had spent the night of the same day in Sydre-Gothe ,

•

- -

slept in the bed with the servant-mar ""
^. Johnsen's widow; luu

that in Nord-0re he had not been in .
_ ..ase, and there v;as no

measles in Sydre-Gothe at that time. However, by looking at my
notes afterwards, I found that the servant-m; "tioned ~-~

^"rs

first person who took the measles in Sydre-CL _
,
and that

exanthema had spread over his whole body a few days later. Then I
learned that only those folk in the village v.'ho

''
^--;-^-

- -'-^
-.vith

the measles rash at the same time as the brothe 1. .4^

Y/ith them at the grinde- catch at Vestrna
~

was now clear to
me that the eldest brother had been infcv.^-^! x^ Gothe (or pos-
sibly in Nord-0rej, and the youngest, together with the second
brother, in Ves'tmannhavn .

4t
This v^as related correctly. One man had bee: he trading-

place, Klaksvig, on the 20th of May, where the mea^.^-^^ 7;as prevailj...
and he booke out with the rash on June Srd; the two others had been
at the same plade on the 25th of Hay and the rash appeared on them
on June 8th.
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In Fugifjord (Bird Fjord), on 0ster^, I ^...j^t ^.^

' "

.^ul^uion
of "being able to proptiesy, on account of my observatio. , . .ay
first arrival there, the dau^ter of Farmer J. Hansen, chui-chwarden,
had recently load the measles, but then had got up, and except for a
slight cough, was almost entirely well. All the 9 other persons in
the house were feeling well in every respect, and expressed the

hope that they woul" e -'fpe the disease. I inquired as to what day
the rash had appear- . the daughter, asked for an almanac, and

pointing at the 14tii day
"

that on v;hic".

ced on the daugjater, with ..xx^ remark that tL -j .^..^^^-j. ..x^r.w ^ ^uj.^^r.

line under that date, for I feared that on it the measles would
show itself with the others in the house; if this did -ppen,
they might perhaps have some hope of being exempt. As u. . .urned out,
I was summoned to Fugifjord again 10 days later, and was met with
the outcry: "What he said was correcti On the day pointed out
the measles broke out, with its red spots, over all 9 of themi"

Since, on my first round, I had found my suppositions confirmed
in the 13 villages vjhich I inspected, I felt it my duty to impart
them to my colleagues, Dr. Regenburg, Provincial Surgeon, in

Thorshavn, and young Dr. Manicus, who was staying on Suderf^. Both
have since told me that they, too, have found this supposition
confirmed in their practice, without feeling assured, however, that
there were no exceptions to the rule. The young medical

.

'

1-

tioner. Dr. Nols0e, likewise assured me that he had ever^ ^ found
the observations cited confirmed in his practice, except at
Skaalevig (Fish Cove), on Sandp, where the general rule did nc

' " -M
good at all, and where it v/as impossible to descry any definit. _.. •

cubation stage or any rule for the outbreak of the disease. On the
24th of September, however, I came to Skaalevig myself, and so ?/as

in a position to acquire accurate information about these things,
and I learned the following facts: Lr. NolsjiJe had been at Skaalevi:

,

3 times before Whit Sunday, because a severe epidemic of influenza
was prevailing in the village - the first time on the 5th, the second
time on the 12th, and the third time on the 18th of May. On the 19th
of May one of the men who had been to fetch the physician the first
time broke out with the measles exanthema, and on the 25th, one of
the men who had fetched him the second time. The first man who took
the measles had a sister, who was a servant of the wealthy farmer
J. Dahlsgaard. In spite of her husband's interdiction, she had gone
to see her brother, and she broke out with the rash on the 2nd of —
June (14 days after the brother); another maid-servant of the same
farmer had visited the 4)ther man, who had developed the measles
exanthema on the 25th of May, and she broke out on the 7th of June
(14 days after the first girl); 3 children and 2 servant-men, on the
20th of June (13 days after the second girl); the husband, the 30th
of June (14 days after the wife); the eldest daughter, the 4th of
July (14 days -after the younger children) ;

and the eldest son on
the 7th of July. In several houses where I sought information about
the origin of the measles, I learned that first a servant-girl or
a servant-man, whose family had measles, had been infected, and 14
days afterward one or probably several in the house had broken out.
Closer investigation showed, then that Skaalevig, far from offering
any exception to the rule, provided, on the contrary, a very com-
plete example of the constant length of the stage of incubation, and
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of the fact that the measles is most infectious during, oi^^ ^.._j.w.: v^r

efflorescence. The only deviation from the rule generally observed
was the slower spread of the disease in Skaalevig than in the other
towns, and this might seem strange in view of the fact '" -^ the
residents of Skaalevig were generally said not to shun .ifection
of measles at all. But the natural explanation of thit nee
is apparent on a nearer observation of conditions, ^c ..o.^u.-.vig

is one of the most widely scattered of the Faroes vi.V 3. The
houses either stand isolated out in the midst of the field, or two
or three grouped together; in the largest "Byling"

(group of houses),
with 6 houses, the measles had made its complete round when I

arrived. The dwelling of Farmer J. Dahlsgaard, in which the ve:\
slow spread of the measles v;as most extraordinary, is distingui-l.^:.
for its size and roominess, together with the fact that the bedrooms
in it are separated farther from each other than in most others -

in fact, than in any of the rest of the Faroese houses. Another
important circumstance I fo\ind in the fact that the people in
Skaalevig as I was assured everj/where, had, especially in the begin-
ning been careful to the extent that residents of the houses which
were still free from the disease had not gone into the houses where
there were sick' persons, and that the heads of the families had
instructed their children and domestics to avoid intercourse with
those of the infected houses. But at work and when meeting in the

open air, the people from the well and the infected houses h
not avoided intercourse with each other; and so it carae to t ^1
that the inhabitants of Skaalevig did not shun the infection of

measles, which thus, strictly speaking, was not correct. A '"
:

"

circumstance, which v/as observable particularly tov/ards the - --ip,
was the unmistakably decreasing intensity of the infection as the
cessation of the epidemic drew near. In conformity with this ob-
servation, the disease attacked very slowly in Kunjz^, Midtvaag, and
Sandevaag. In these places it did not happen, as at Tj^rnevig,
for instance, that while the epidemic was at its height, about
14 days after one or several persons had caught the measles, the
majority of the residents of the village were attacked, while only
a relatively small number were spared until 14 de:

-

"-^.er the great
onset. But the people in the last-named village, ill gradually,
so that only a few were attacked 14 days after

"

_

'

took the
disease first; 14 days later, others; about 14

~ " ^
these,

others; again and so on; thus the disease linr t in the
villages last attacked than in those tha-^ 1 earlier.
Nevertheless , the measles preserved yiI''^'

,
as far as

my experiences went - their definite p^ ^. lent (from
the reception of the infection to the appearance of th .thema);
and I know of no case, in fact, where after a pause o

'

''•:-

14 days, the measles had appeared afresh in a village v- .7

infection's having occurred from soi.. \er place. Howevez*, we
cannot deny the possibility that tho ^.^r-^ctive m? '"-""

:' -^1 may be re-
tained for quite a w^ile after the cessation of 'C - isles, in wool
or clothing, for instance, or other things the' :ptible of
harbour inc; it.
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The rule that the contagi
"

:.iea sle s does not
,

for a consider-

able time after it has heen re..^^'. ..^ into the ort-^anism produce any
s^aaptonis of illness at all , ar.d then aft&x- an in:''.cfinite proaro^aal

period - according to luy experiences - always the loth or 14th day
"oring^s forth the well-known exanthema , has thus, in an important series
of accurate observations, proved constant for me. It cannot, of
course, be denied that, in addition, the constitutic

"

-tients,
their diet, etc., may be contributing factors towards . -ing or
retarding the eruption of the exanthema; but these differences are
not nearly so great as might be expected a priori ;

f pears
that these exterior conditions are never able to hat to retard
the eruption of the rash more than about 24 hours beyond the normal
time for it. At any rate, I thinlc that, after my observations of
the outbreak of the measles in 52 different towns, where I always found
the above-cited rule steadfast, though often with various dates for
a single town, I am justified in asking that exceptions to the rule
(the occurrence of which I can by no means deny, though I have not
seen them) which might be cited in opposition to my asserti^.

,
a

accurately obsei^ved, and that they should be of such nature as co be
demonstrable. For the examples given show clearly enough that, on
more accurate investigation, apparent contradictions of the rule often
serve to establish it more firmly than ever; in most of the alleged
cases, I myself felt shaken in my faith as to a constant period of
incubation, but in every instance my doubt vanished _ pre-
cise investigation. The analogy here with the inforiiia^..ijii .v.iich has
been acquired concerning the stage of incubation of smallpox, of
14 days between the reception of the contagion and the appearance of
the eruption, imparts to these observations, it seems to me, still
more significance.

A circumstance which may easily create confusion in these in-
vestigations is the indefinite length of the catarrhal precursory
period. For some patients suffered for 5 or 8 days before '"

tion of the exanthema, from cough, pain in the eyes, es
^

-"i_^liL
feverish excitement; others, only from 4 to 5 days; th- ^ jrity
from only 2 to 4 days; and in many light cases the precursory period
v/as either entirely lacking, or lasted from only 1 t-^ '^'

''ays. It is
better not to ask the patients, then, when they beci~

y
hut when

they broke out with the rash, if it is expected to be enlightened
as to the time which the contagion requires to develop the exanthema.

If it is now regarded as a rule that the contagion of measles
requires betxreen 13 and 14 days after its reception into the organism
to develop the exanthema, and - as numerous experiences like those
which established this rule show - that there are generally exactly
13 or 14 days between the time at vrhich the rash appears on the patient
and that at which it breaks out on his infected associates, it is then
clear that the persons who are infected by him received the contagion
into their organisms at precisely the time when the rash was breaking
out or had just appeared on him. Hence it is at least plain that the
measles does not infect as long as the contagion is still lying latent,
without producing any symptoms of illness. ".Thether it may be regarded
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as infectious in the precursory catarrhal stage, shortly before the
eruption of the exanthema, it is hard to decide. I saw not a few cases
in which it was to be supposed from the patients' statements that they
had only been in contact with persons v" -^ '^^d prodromi, but not yet
exanthema. The example cited of the y jin from Fugl^ who was
infected in Gothe might for instanc^^ prove this. But since
I so often saw persons have a good d^.>^ ^^ ^ash on their faces without
even knowing anything at all about it until I showed it to them, many
first becoming aware of its presence when, after several days' pre-
liminary course, it had broken out over their whole bodies, I do not
believe that it can be accepted as certain that the measles sometimes
infects before the eruption of the exanthema. At least, the cases
observed by me which might seem to corroborate such a belief were of
such a nature that it could not be positively asserted that there was
no exanthema present on the infected persons; for in every case rash
had developed over the entire body a day or a few days later.

It has generally been maintained that the measles is most in-
fectious during the period of desq.uaraation. I do not knov; v;hat this
theory is based on, but I am inclined to su^ ':hat such a view was
arrived at from observing that the infected associates of a measles
patient first broke out while the patient was in the stage of desqua-
mation. Now if the observer is not familiar with the disproportionately
long period of latency of the contagion, it is natural that he should
assume that the infection was transmitted by the first sick person at a
later period than was actually the case. It was not possible for me
to find any case which could prove that contagion may really be given
off during the stage of desquamation, but just as little can I prove
that infection may not occur in this stage.

In some villages certain young persons who had not taken ... _.;3

earlier and were constantly exposed to the infect: ined quite
exempt, being infected neither by the patients

"•' -

rash n '.7
those who were scaling.

I think, however, in regard to the rule laid down that 13 or 14
days intervene between the reception of the contagion and the eruption
of the rash, that I may assert this much: i

"
majority,

all the cases, the infection proceeded from " ,.--,- ...^
-^ vvhile

the exanthema was breaking out or had just . -e was
known to me in which a -person took measles :..

"' he
exanthema had disappeared from the persons Vyli^ ---i.„i^!^ ~^- ^a^.^ucc:. u_<

have transmitted the infection to him. It is not impossible that the
reason for this consists partly i. fact that the :, as it

were, of the measles patients who .. ^^ .. susceptible tw xi-jT^vo Lx^xx had
already been infected by him while he had the exanthema, and so could
not be infected while he was desquamating; but - certain that the
;:ieasles

is_ extremely infectious during the eru_ . and the period of
.fflorescence , wnereas its infectiousness~in e-.-T^ the stadium
prodromorum or the period of desquamation is doubtful. Whether there
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is a ction here viith the exhalations from the patient, which
are ii.-u-i^est, and the peculiarly acrid odor of v;hich is most char-
acteristic under the eruption and on the first days of the efflo-
rescence, I cannot positively say, hut the j sit ion to me
very re'"' -i-r

^
'"le .

At the instigation of the provincial surgeon. Dr. Regenburg,
I vaccinated 50 chili?^"" on one :''"

' -
...o---,-^

>-
, -^g whether the

slight fever which a' the -

_ ood in any ini-
mical relation to the measles; but I oaiue tu the conclusion that
there is no relationship at all between the vaccine fever and the
measles, but that the two affections may be developed simultaneously.
I made no experiments vdth inoculation of measles, since I could
expect no results with persons who had evidently been exposed to
the contagion of measles; and with those who had not been exposed
to infection, I feared that I might do more harm than good. It is
known to be generally supposed that measles sometimes attacks one
and the same individual twice. In this connection it is quite
remarka' _ . jvvever, that of the many old people still liviiig on the
Faroes ,...^ x.ad had the measles in 1781, not one, as far as I could
fiM out by careful inquiry, was attacked the second time. I

myself sav/ 98 such old people, who were exempt
had the disease in their youth. This was the m^ .-^ _-
that a high age by no means lessened the susceptibility to measles,
since, as far as I know, all

"

Id people '^ho had not gone through
\Tith the measles in earlier ^ ./ere attacked when they were ex-
posed to infection, vfiiile certain young persons, although constantly
exposed, were exempt. If recovery from the measles 60 years before
could insure people against taking it the second time, i"^ T:-'iTht

be supposed that still greater protection would be affo y
having recovered from it a shor

' '

ime sinc^
"

I, ther^^rore, am
inclined to assume that the cas-_ ___ which m was observed
to occur the second time with the same persons, were erroneously
diagnosed, or, at least, were extremely rare.

Opinion has been divided as to the degree of intensity which
should be credited to the infectiousness of nea contri-
bution towards the solution of this question, t. _ _

-_$
cases

would seem to be not without interest.

On the 2nd of June a boat set off ; ^ - -ling for the trading
place Klaksvig, to fetch wares. These traders were not permitted
to obtain goods, however, unless they v;ould help to unload grain
from the transport ship, which had just arrived from Thorshavn.
On board ship there were men who had just recovered from the measles,
and the business clerks in Klaksvig were just coming d.ovm. with it.
The men from Funding, who had been down in the hold and in the ware-
houses, but had not, however, been among those who w ^ok mth
measles, after they had arrived at home, threv- -'ay co.j. une paper
that was around their goods, undressed compl, .^^ in a kjaeld
(an outhouse intended for drying fish) washed themselves all over
with water, put on clean clothes, and threw into t-

' -
. ^11 the

clothes they had been wearing. I'one of these men ^ ..

'

\ :: measles
until the 3rd of July, when the whole village had already been at-
tacked. On June. 5rd another boat set out from Funding, in cc: ;-
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To Llldtvaag , on Vaagp, t" .^asles came, so peo^l^ said, vath
the midwife, wlio had passed . .1 days with the measles patients
at Steegaard. The woman had had the

~

rself in Denmark.
In all the houses in which the midwix^- ^j.^1 u„^ii, they said, the
measles appeared 14 days later; and a girl who had washed the
midwife's clothes immediately after arrival was the fir
the measles in Midtvaag.

These examples, which see;
"

"he contagion of
measles may be carried about in ^..^ ^^^...^..^ ..^m by person'- -ho
are not thanselves susceptible to infection, apparently g_ i-
dence of an intensity of contagiousness which would 1

wise have been attributed tc '"'- rasasles. It might L^v _ ^ap-
posed, for example, that the .

'

...gion with vjhich the ^' ian's
clothes were imbued would be blovm away on

'

miles' trijj in an
open boat, especially when the weather thi„^_.. 7;hich he traveled was
inclement with v/ind and rain. I.Ioreover, the cases cited in regard
to the residents of Funding on their business trips appear to prove
that prophylactic cleansing after exposure to infection may some-
times protect.

That the surest s of hindering the propagation of the disease,
hoviever, is to maintain quarantine is quite beyond doubt. In this

way, by isolating houses, success has beei.
"' ' '

L ..y villages
in preventing very general dissemination l,_ . Thus,
in Saxen 2 houses were saved from measles; in Medtvaag, 10; in
Sandevaag, 10; in Gaasedahl, 2; in Glibre, 2; 1 Tunding, X;
in Fundingbotn, 1; in Kordskaale, 1; in Sell I (at least, at

my arrival, 4; the half of Thorsvig and Lambevig; the greater pc^i c

of Kvalvig; Skaapen, and part of Skaalevig. By cutting off qdi^-

munication with infected places, the residents of the follotv'infj

places succeeded in keeping the measles entirely away; Haldersvig,
with 102 inhabitants; Eldevig, vd.th 85; Andafjord, with 121;
ViderjzJ, witii 101; IJygledahl, with 66; Trollenaes, with 29; Husum
with 54; Blandeskaale , with 51 j Dkare, with 26; Skaaletofte, with
19; Myggenaes, with 99; SkujZJ, with 61; Sands, with 240; Husevig,
with 52; Skarvenaes, with 26. And so by maintain! np; quarantine,
about 1,500 of the inhabitants of the Faroe I si.-

"

.vere saved
from measles.

If, among 5,000 cases, of which I mysel~ -id and treated
about 1,000, not one' was foiind in which it v. ;; justifiable,
on any grounds v/hatever, to suppose a miasma _ igin of the

measles, because it was absolutely clear tha disease v/as trans-
mitted from man to man and from village to vj.-Lj.u^e by contagion,
whether the latter was received by immediate contact with a sick
person or v/as conveyed to the infected pe. . "y clothes, or the
like, it is certainly reasonable to entertuxii, at least a consid-
erable degree of doubt as to the miasmatic nature of the disease.
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If it was possible everywhere to lock the doors, so to speak,
against the disease, it is, in my opinion, not only theoretically
justifiahle "- - jard it on '' "

ole as a contagious disease, hut
practically .lecessary t^ . -O. For if people think that the
causes of the disease must be sought for as generally dispersed in
the atmosphere, they can have no hope of protecting thems-" -inat

it, and will not be disposed to institute measures in this ^ i,,

since such measures must be rei_ „ at if it is considered
as settled that the measles is bra.-xo„j.l uud uiixy to such individuals
as are susceptible to the infectious material which every measles
patient carries, whether the infectious matter is suspended in
the air most nearly surrounding the sick person, or is entangled
in clothes and the like, there m^ be hope of setting limits to the
propagation of the disease, and the - y provis_ in this
direction will be instituted with •^" i^^u_:able hope vji a success-
ful result. There are certainly i.. -

, ^'.'lysicians vvho have the
same views in regard to the miasm:

'

agious character of the
measles which the two physicians ox -i.^ 7aroe Islands had when the
measles arrived in the country. Since the people 7/ere convinced
that the seed of the disease would be carried throu^ the air from
house to house, from village to village, and from island to island
they did not think the trouble worth #iile to undertake an isolation,
v/hereby the disease woiild probably have been limited to quite a
few houses. Experience had, howev-^^ -^au^t a part of the inhabi-
tants in 1781 that the spread of . asles could be hindered by
isolating places or even house.

;
the old people, who had pre-

served the recollection of this T- ^heir youth, effected in many
places, as mentioned above, on th . n responsibility a sort of
quarantine, whereby the places _

'

,'ere entirely or partially
spared. Not until later on, wh-.. ^..^.^^^^.^ce had also taught the
physicians of the country that the infection is quite obviously
carried from place to place by persons and does not jump about , did
they, too, begin to dissuade from comniuni cation with the infected
houses and places, - but the disease had then already been spread
over the entire country, and it was too late, from the public view
point, to institute serious measures towards iscl -^l-^r^ "Experience
in regard to the fact that the measles is not ii- .t purely
contagious in character has been so dearly bou?" js
Islands that the people there will probably agr-- ^. -..jeafter
that it is correct, at least in practice, to consider the measles
as a contagious and not a miasmatic nor miasmatic-contagious disease.

It is another question as to whether, under very special
circumstances, the measles may originate spontaneously . This did
not happen on the Faroe Islands, and if it ever, does happen - a

contingency the possibility of which from a theoretical st \ :
'

,

in analogy v/ith typhus and the like, cannot well be denied, yat
such cases are so rare that with respect to the regulations which,
especially under conditions such as those on the Faroe Islands,
Iceland, and other isolated places, people might feel themsel
called upon to institute against the dissemination of the di. _

,

they need not be taken into consid
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Translated from the Z^.^^'.., Novem"l:^^..^wo^..x>.^^-, 1G24, for

Dr. Frost, of Johns' Hopkins University. -- A.S.H., Office

of Industrial Hygiene and Sanitation, United States Public

Health Sei^ice.





PBTER LUL'V.TG FAl^A

By Christian Bohr (Copenhagen)

From: Biologisches Centralblatt 7.1.1885, Yol.T. .
, p. 257.

Peter Ludwi .aber 19, 1820, in

Ronne (Bornholm; ..- father was a physician. Later, when

his father had heen ai.^^^^-:.^l ^.x/sician t^ ^ x .. _,^-^^..;. in Schleswig,

Panura attendee"
''

gyianasiuiu (high school) in Flemsburg, and in

1840 entered the University of Kiel. Af /ear he mo-

Co^. -—.-.^_.., ..:._.: 3 he continued the study of raedicine, and passed

the state examination in 1845. In 1846, a malignant epidemic of

measles
'

"he Fc, _
"

:, 6,000 of th of

7,700 - _, _
"

^ attacked. The c
_^

. _ __ _f Panum were

recognized, and he was sent . physi ul,e isl:
""

':y the

government. Her ned observations on the con-

tagiousness of measles v:hich, in connsction v^'it^x other studies of

the social life and hygicXxic cci."
"

j Faroe Islands, were

publi
"

3. In 1847, durin; ourneys to Berlin

-. t; YirchoYif just before the publication Tirst vol

of the latter' s famous "Archives." The study on measles was

received in the first volume. In 1848-1849, Panum ac"^
^

military physician and in 1850, he was sent officially to Korsoer,

where a sinall epidei.ij.u of cholera broke out. The control uT

the epidemic was due to Panum' s energetic and capable administra'

In his early life, Panum was interested in the science of

nature, rie proved this by publ i c'" i •- -^ several short j^^i^x^^rs while
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he was still a student. He received a degi
"

i treatise on

fibrin. TL^x. 1.^ went abroad to ^^:- -i •li"^^
'

\„, biological

chemistry. He stayed for this pui'pose in '.Vuraburg, where at^this

time Kolliker, Scherer and Virchow were teaching. T"^ studied in

Leipzig under the direction of Lahmann, and finally he worked ten

months in Paris as associate of Claude Bernar-"
~

.. 1853, he was

invited to Kiel to teach physiology, physiological chemistry and

general pathology. Ir. the Iciboratory in Kiel, arran~ed by him,

his best work was c^^j ._..., li shed. He also ur,ied x,o oetter the

lecture courses. He conducted physiologico-chemical exercises for

medical students and organized a physiological society. In 1864,

he uoois. tiis cxiux- -J _t;x-ofessor of physiology in Copenha..^sii after

the death of Esricht. On this post, he was active without

interruption for almost twenty years. In 1884, he was the

president of the o tu International ivieuxijcu. i^uu^^xcas xu. Copenhagen.

On the 2nd of May, 1885, wl, ,1th his
^ deep in

thought, he died suddenly without ^-
^ us sickness. The

autopsy showed a rupture of the heart.

The work of Panum was of great importance in biology. In

medicine (putrid intoxication, 1856), in the knowledge of organs

of sense (lig:... ,>a. th both eyes, 1858), and in the history of

evolution (origin of deformities,1860) , he did remc '_ ,:,

but he spent the most time and effort upon the question of the

physiology of the metabolism. There must be remembered his

fundamental works on amount o.' blood, l
"

ansfusion, the

studies on fibrin and breathing in compressed air, also a series

of researches on the utilization of different food materials _..
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the organs of animals . In his later years, he worked on these

proL)j.t;iUii ,
a.iiu. iixio j-cib b treatise, puuxj-ibiied aftei' iix :i death,

was an experimental study upon fistulae of the intestines.

Besides these scientific put_ _ ..
,

. unusual energy

of Panum was raaarkable, allowing him to give time and attention

to different practical problem. _ science.

Whoever is farailiar with Danish conditions must appreciate his

role in this sphere. Here must he ii>.^^^\,^^^-^.^ a^x^ -^xT^^ \,s to

procure for the nation good a:.' / ap food, his influence to

better the milk control in Copenhagen, his successful efforts

to reform the medical curriculu... -... .,—. .. ^..2. the creation

of a well equipped laboratory c."
'

„ siology in Copenhagen

(1857) in spite of greatest obstacles.

The University of Copenhagen, as wel^ „.- _^-^pils,

suffered a great loss with Lis death. He was not only a teacher

of the greatest talent „
"

experience, . fatherly frie^.c" .

His m3iix„_;, ,,111 be honored with the greatest gratitude.

Translated by M. Skokowska Edit.: \ C7.H.R.
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OBITUARY NOTES.

Professor Fanum. of Copenhagen. - Few deaths coul" ,

' '"
e present

day, cause as genuine and wide-spread t as that lately

announced of the honored ^. _ _ - the last International

Medical Congress, Professor C. L. Pan-oni, of C. -
,

i/he mbiixi

events of whose life have already been simply recorded by our

daily press.

Dr. Pa. ._.. ."as born at Runne, in Bornho,!^, cin island of the

Baltic, lying- off the extreme southerly coast of Sweden, where

his father was a well-educated practising phy^^ ^ .. After having

received an excellent prelimir.:/-
'

3ducation, young Panum was

graduated from the Universities of Copenhagen an" ^ _ :; early

developed an unusual talent for physiological research, and, his

abilities in this direction fi.ic.^x„, '^..uojiing recognized, he was

appointed Professor of Physiology in the Liedical Department of the

University of Kiel. This position he held un'__ annexation of

Schleswig-Holstein by Bismark to ae....-..., ,
..l.^^a loyal to Denmark,

and unwilling to live under German rule, : Copenhagen

to accept the chair of physiology in that city. Here he labored

for many years, winning, by his extraordina_^ _"cility and industr:,',

a foremost positio; -g the scientific investigators and writers

of Europe, and adding greatly to the reputation of the univ _ j

by the brilliancy of his own renown.
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As to the perma -

'

oords of his work, Pi-ofessor x-anum was

one of the ablest and most successful advocates of .- of

the present day. His writings upon this sul ^ are replete with

strong, temperate, and philoso:-'"i
"

"1 argui^ea'cs in favor of a

proper employment of this most valuable scientific resource. His

publications contain also the x -,.... .^':,s of a large amount of ori-

ginal and careful scientific investigation. Among the more im-

portant of the. ,. / be mentioned his researches in the matter of

transfusion of blood, the causes of embolism, and various pheno-

mena connected with the digestive functions. His last contri-

bution was the masterly address made before the r - ]

of the last International I'.Iedical Congress, \ led, "Researches

concerning Food Rations for Men in Health an: ^^^^_-.. ., particu-

larly in the Hospitals, the Infirmaries, and the Prisons of

different Countries." A subject of more vital a
-

_ actical ira-

portance could hardly have 1:^„- :,elected, and, it is safe to say,

no writer could have treated it with greater authority, learning

and skill, Personally, Dr. Panum was known in Eu.
'

^ oughout

a remarkably wide circle; and this, in so„.- w_, from his

frequent visits to the principal capitals. These, in many instances,

were made for purposes of general study and enlightenment, the

expenses of travel being sustained by the university, so th_ - s

face and the personality of the doctor were faaiiliar to the fre-

quenters of the chief schools of medicine, and always heartily

welcome among thoa. This practice on the part of University
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of Copenhagen of se \:
"

joad one of its leading professors, at

regular intervals, to investigate and bring home the latest scien-

tific information to be gained from ~;/" '-': -:urces, is as c" ''it-

able to the liberality, f jgressiveness,
" '

, far-sighted

good judgment of the Danes as it is characteristic of '- .nd com-

mends itself as well worthy of imitatioii» The crowning achi "-^-v-nt

of Professor P . life was the ' success which he attained

as the efficient --

"

of the Eighth In" _ _ iical Congress.

It was no light and easy task for Copeixlx-.£,...- L^ ^x^l^^ u^^^vv^ to vie

with London and other great Eui - -enters in t: tion

management, and general entertainment of so huge and unwieldy a

body as there assemc^-..
,

^.:^11 less could it have been su;^'!:'— --i-

that a man known mainly as an investigator and an expounder of pure

scientific doctrine coulc _ to th cities of a position

which seemed t^ _--^.._- - ^.'. ---.' _nin~
,

'^vpr.t executive

abilitj^, the skill of a diplomat to avoid coiiijliau-tions, and withal

the thorough savoir-faire ccomplished man of the world. To

say that these qualiti
' Panum is but

another way of describing him as the man of tr:, 1
"

thought and

systouatic method, v.'

"

:olute simplicit"^ "truthfulness of

character, com' with a dignity born of the highest type of self-

i -c:oij-c;ct, and irradiated with that charming geniality of manner which

all who had the good fortune to meet him will so well remember,

were suf ficien' _ . .ntire confidence and the enth, 'ic

co-operation of
"

his associates, and the unqualified regard ul ".lio

quests, and thus, by straightforward and legitimate means, to secure

the highest measure of success. Plis loss, e indeed to his

countrymen, will' be felt wherever his sterling ^ _ ^
,

c.^;^ L^^

rare, have become known.
S.3.D.
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